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ABSTRACT 

Analytic schemes fer the representation of Red Cluster control 

elements in reactor cere design calculations have been developed and 

compared with experiment. Theoretical bases a:nd limitations of these 

methods are discussed in this report. Finally, procedures have been 

provided to: expedite the application of these methods to design. 

In the course of this comparison between analysis and experiment, 

a fundamental improvement has been made in the analytic form used in 

the 'vorth" comparison. ··This improvement has relevance to all analysis 
\ 

compared with results derived from any form of "worth" substitution 

experiments, 

- vi -



I. !NTRODUCTION 

. Heretof'ore, control elemep,t-s in light water reactors· designed by 

-WAPD.have been crucif'orm arrangements either of' poison slabs or o:r poison 

.r·ods in linear arrays .so: closely packed as to· be equivalent to slaps. 

·The, f'Ll.tlctitms of regulation and safety. control in large chemically shimmed. 

PWR reactors pre~>ently under design have now been assigned. to. so-called 

rOd cluster control elements .•. Elements. of this. type consist of a cluster 

.of 12 to 20 cylindrical Ag-In-Cd absorber rods b.avirig.approximately the 

same dimension·s as fuel rods which move as. a unit within thimbles that 

a:re an. integral pa;rt of every fuel assembiy. · The alilsorber rods are 

di~tributed within ap. appr-oximately apnular region with tWo fuel rods 

between apsorpe_r.s.o 

A seJ;"ies. (iof reactivity measurements related to this cluster design 

was initiated at the Westinghouse :Reactor Evaluation center. Reference l 

·s'i.unmariz.es the experimental eff'ort; it .shouid be considered .as. a c.Ompanion 

report to the· analytic ef'fort summarized in the following pages. · .The 

absOlute worths in a variety Of' critical con.figt~rations were derived. using 

partial moderator height techniques. ·'J:'he· consequent experimental -mlues 
' provided criteria against .whic·h methods. of' cluster representation could be 

. tested. 

EXperiments were conducted with.various.configurations rectilinear 

in plan view which enc.ompassed .cluster arrays of sOlid cylindrical 

absorbers; uniform arrays of' ab.sorbers were als.O' measur.ed. The absorbers 

were cQm.posed of' Ag-In-Cd and thre.e different. absorber diameters - not in 

combination- w.ere involved in these.experiments- 0.260 iil•;·0··330 in., .. 

. and 0>.405 in.. In addition to: bare abSOrber measureme.nts, experiments were 

conducted with combiP.ations of . stainless steel c·lad and thimbles o:r vari.Ous 

thicknesses surrC>Wlding the absOrbers; furthermore absorber-out critical 

heights. w.ere also measured for the variOus assembl:i,es. FOur. methOds were 

developed for the analytic. representation O·f the clus.tered and the -uniform 

arrays of tb,ese cylindrical abs.orbers. Since mutual interferenc·e between 
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absorber elements was virtually nil in the uniform arrays,· that facet of' 

analysis which accounted f'or this interference couldbe evaluated from 

results derived by applying the same.method of' representation to both 

types of' arrays. ·Furthermore, all locations within the lattiee corres

ponding·to the positions f'or these elements of the uniform amys were 

·predetermined and the holes in the lattice spacer plates at these locations· 

were enlarged. Thus these positions could be; occupied bY the next•to

largest poison rods in combination with a 60 mil radial thickness of' 

stainless steel that simulates clad and thimble.. Allmethods of' apalysis 

employed a four group representation ultimately based on surface boundary 

conditions f'or the individual cluster element derived f'~om nuclear data(:2) 
. . . 

which were then appretpriately transf'or'ID.ed f'brapplication to the representa~ 

·tion of' an individual cylindrical absorber. All methods of' analysis were · 

derived from this basic representation. Each method involved different 

. transformations of' this. basic rep:t.esentation to achieve a final approximate 

. representation f'or either the cluster or the uniform array. · Also· common 

to all methods was a reliance on the Wigner-WilJdns or conventional 

spectrum f'or the calculation of' the homogenized fuel region thermai group 

constants used in the determination of' the elementary capture· rates. ·In 

all cases, however, one of' the intermediate transformations involved a 
change from this cOnventional thermal mOO.el to the· Mixed Number Density 

Model (3) o Use of' the latter. m6del (Ml'iiD) in design analysis results in 

greater accUracy :i.n the ·determination of' peaking factors and over-all 

power distributions. ·Finally,.those methods .recOIIIIllended f'or use in actual 

· ·design are compatible with the coarse two-dimensional diffusion code mesh 

description normally used in analyzing large reactor configurations. 
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II. SUMMARY OF. CONCLUSIONS AND RECClMMENDATIONS 

Analytic procedures based on the development of surface boundary 

cbndi tions for cylindric!il absorbers and the utilization of such boundary 

. conditions ih ·diffusion theory representation-s for the fuel-moderator 

lattice have been found to be adequate for the deterrn)..nation of the 

reactivity effects 6:f Rod Cluster Control elements. The correlation 

. between calculations and critical experiments is such that these methods 

are recommended for use in design of uo2 fueled water moderated reactors 

:utilizing cylindrical absorbers interspersed i:h the f·uel rod latti~e for 

control. 

·Three methods have been developed for the representation in design 

of Rod Cluster Control elements. The best of these, the Izybrid method, 

has been shown to produce calculated worths which~.relative to experiment, 

fall within a ·bEm.d the magnitude of whose half=width is. 2.5% in relative 

error about an average val·ue which corresponds to a worth overestimate of 

l% only,; this method is also. most. versatil.e in that the chOi.ce of the 

final geometry approxi.ma:ting ·the cluster is at the discretion of the 

designer. The Shell method of' representation· has ·been pro-ven to be 

almost as accurate as the :HYbrid relative to experiment.; this method 

requires only band. calculat:i.ons for the development o:f a shell. geometry 

. approximation to: the cluster. The third method is a representatiop in 

whicn the cluster absorption is h6mogenized into· an appropriate volume of 

the fuel. 

- 3 -



· III • NEUTRON- ABSORPTI-QN- OF CYLINDRICAL RODS 

The contents of this section are abstracted from a report py H. Ais:u 

dealing-with the- representation of a closely-packed cruciform array of 

~ylindrical absorbers. The first part of this. section describes the repre-

.. sentation of a linear array of rods bas.ed on integration .of the diffusion 

·kernel. Tl:).is is the analytic approach which;· by meails of a straight-forward 

hand calculation7 .prOvides absorption rates required for both the homogeneous 

:a;hdthe shell cluster representations; the various facets of cluster revre-

. sentation in general, however, are nicely illuminated in the development of · 

this approa~h. · Tb.e second part of the s.ectioh .describes the calcUlation of 

the current-to.;.flux ratio. parameter associated with individual cylindrical 

absorbers. This surface boundary condition is the starting point for all 

. methods. of cluster representatipn .described in this. report. 

Ao ABSORPTIO~ OF A LINEAR ARRAY OF RODS 

.. Usually in control rods, the neutron absorptions in tbe first and second 

groups (> 5530 ev. in. the normal 4 group scheme) are so small that the peutron 

.-source to tne, epithermal group can·be taken to be spatially uniform, with 

fairly gO.od accuracy •. However; we can no longer expect a flat .source to. the 

thermal group,-because of the strong neutron absorption in the epithermal 

group. At first, we will calculate the neutron absorption in an array of 

cylindrical rods in the flat source approximation and extend it to the non-

flat source problem. 

· L FLAT SOl)RCE 

.. Let .us consider the absorption of an array of cylindrical 

rods immersed in an in;finite ·homogeneous medium. 

We take the origin of cylindrical C6.6rdinate 

at the center of 6ne Of' the cylinders, and define 

the notation. a·s follows. (Fig. J-1) 

!p_: -distaP-Ce between the Gepte:r of 
the cylinder .n and point (r,4>) 

a: .pitch-Of the a:rray 
R: _radius of the cylinder 

·If we ass.ume that the neutron source is zero in the cylinders and 

external medium;; tbe neutron flux in the external medium can be expressed by 

- 4 -



the superposition of the t~o contributions; from the flat source and from the 

neutron sink at·the cylinder surfaces. 

At this point ~e make the assumption that the diffusion kernel in the in

finite medium can be used at any place· in the external· medium. This assumption 

corresponds· to neglecting the perturbation in the diffusion kernel which is 

cau.sed by the absence of neutron;:; that would have come through the space 

occupied by the cylinders. This assumption leads us to the same results which 

* can be obtained from the zero order approximation in the Bessel expansion method. 

If we take J as the net current per unit length of the cylinder in which 

the origin of coordinates has been located, equation (3-1) follows. 

s 

Q 

L: a 

s-.J L: P( r ) 
n n 

Q/L: a 

neutron source density in the external medium 

macroscopic absorption cross section of the 
external medium 

P(r ) is a diffusion kernel from the surface of the cylinder n and is 
n 

normalized by eq. (3-2). 

[P(r) dV = 2 1/L: = L /D a 

D diffusion coefficient of the external medium 

L diffusion lengt~ of the external medium 

The integration covers the entire external medium. 

Tf we define a as the ratio of net current to scalar flux at the 

** cylinder surface, 

* The criterion for neglecting higher order 
given by Neumann ( 4 ) as, 2R 4 · 

t~rms in the Bessel expansion is 

0.13 ( -;-) 

4] M(l+0.4 (~) · 

<< 1 

( 3-1) 

( 3-2) 

although the effect of this approximation is not clear quantitatively. This 
criterion is satisfied in cmr problems. (Misgiven in eq. (3-13). 

** Although a is dependent ·)n the angle, we can take it as the :ratio of the 
average current to the avr.:rage flux at the cylinder surface. 

-· 5 -
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.. ·== J· 
"' (R><I>) -d<l> 

-O:R 0 

21t 
= 21tS - J fo· ~ .p (R ) ·d<l> 

n ·.n 

J .S D_ 21tR = ·L D 
B + ·ar.-

(3-3) 

DR E 
21t 

·B 
-. 10 _ P(R~) .·d<l> ·- L ·n 

The ·diffusion kernel from a c.ylindric~l shell in an infinite medium i~/5 )7 

1 r'- r · 
· p t ( r) :: --... - . I . -(-- ) · K {-) - . ~1tD .. o L · . o · L for.r 2: r' 

where r 1 is a radius of the source shell, In and K are n order Bes.sel . n . 
. functions in imaginary argument.. The diffusion kernel P' (r): is normalized 

to L
2

/D·in.whole space, but the kernel P(r) should be normalized to L
2

/D 

.in the external _medium (moderating region) only. 

-.P(r) 

So that 

B 

2 
.. L K ·(·--L:r:) .·- DE. -~ 

··-· :E ·B 
·n n 

.... LR 
·D ~. 

E -n 

2·1{ R 

Jo Ko (-"~) 
L 

d<l> 

-Using the addition theorem of- Bessel function;- for n ~ Q, 

B -n 

LR . 21t 
·="·--· J 

.E o 

()() 

2 .LR K (-~) (R) = 1( E. ~l - L ~ 0 _·. L· 

( 3-5) 

( 3-G) 

( 3-7) 

( 3--8) 

( 3-9) 



For n = 0, 

where n = 0 correspond to the cylinder at whose center the origin of 

coordinates has been located. 

The integration in eq. (3-6) is also obtained by the addition 

theorem after separating it into two parts. 

E = f d K ( _Lr. ) r dr d$ mo o 

where v1 and v2 den~te the whole space except n = 0 rod region and rod 

reg~on except n = 0 rod, respectively. 

00 

E = J dr r2~ d$ K ( r ) r - ~ J K ( £ ) rdr d$ 
R Jo . o ' L nfo rod n o L 

= 2~LR K
1 

( RL ) - 2~LR ~ T ( B. ) K ( nS:_) 
· ..J. 1 I, o L 
, nrO 

From eq. (3-7), (3-9), (3-10) and (3~11), 

K (B.) + I (B.) M 
o L o L 

B = 
K ( R) - I (B.) M 

1 L 1 L 

00 

M = · 2 ~ K (na) 
n=l o L 

(3-10) 

(3-11) 

(3-12) 

(3-13) 

Eq •. (3-:3), (3~12) and (3-13) give the total current into a cylindrical rod 

_which is located in a symmetric array of the same type of rods. This result 

is exactly the same as the one that is obtainable from the Bessel. expansion 

- 7 -



method( 6) assuming the angular independence of the flux around the cylinder. 

The M term expresses the interference effect between the rods and 

becomes zero for the isolated rod. 

2. NON-FLAT SOURCE 

The epithermal flux depression in the vicinity of control rods is 

important in the calculation of the thermal neutron absorption. Since the 

neutron sOurce in the epithermal energy range can be taken as spatially 

flat~ the epithermal flux in the external medium is expressed by eq. (3-1) 

and the thermal neutron source is obtained by multiplying this by the 

removal cross section, .E • 
r 

(3-14) 

( 3-15 ). 

where suffix 3 and 4 denote the epither,mal and thermal. group in the normal 

4 group scheme, respectively; Q(r'-. r) is the diffusion kernel from a line 
. 2 * 

source and is normalized to L /D. 

J mod Q( r' __. r) dr = (3-16) 

From the same argument in the derivation of eq. (3-3), eq. (3.-17) follows. 

21tH 

. s' = 

S' can be separated into two parts. 

S' 

* 

= s - s 1 2 

0-17) 

( 3-18) 

(3-19) 

Strictly speaking, it is impossible to set the.'normalization condition (J-16) 
independent of position, but we can easily show that the position dependence 

·is small. ·(Appendix B). 

- 8 -



(3-20) 

( 3-21) 

The diffusion kernel froma line sourc~ ;is;, 

(3-22) 

(3-23) 

. ( 3-24) 

So th.at,.s2 is described as follows • 

. .N3 
L: _J --·-· t 
_r3 3 ~4 . n s2n ( 3--25) 

. r 
f21C _d<l>. -f . K ·(_p_) K (,-.x) rdr d<l> 82n · ~ o 21C mod o' · r.,

3 
o L4 - - .. 2rt ( 3-26) 

r 2 ,..,. (na)2 + r 2 -·2nar cos e . _n 

2 2 2 . 
x - R + r - ·2.Rr c.os (e:..<t>) 

Since· thE! moderator region is express~d by subtracting the rOd region from 

the whole space, 

s · = s(l) - s(2) 
.2n - 2n n (3-27) 

. - 9" -



s(l) !21( d<ll r 
= 21t fv Ko ( ....!!..) K ( ...!..)r dr de 

2n 0 
1 L

3 
o L4 21t. 

,{:. 

(3-28) 

s(2) !21( 'd<ll r 
r dr de = 21( fv K (Ln) Ko. (~) 2n 0 2 0 3 4 

21( ( 3-29) 

vl whole space except n=O rod region 

v2 all rod regions except p=O rod 

S~) can be obtained again using the addition theorem for the Bessel function. 

For n-/<o, 

S2n(l) = J21f d2<1l JnR. a rdr f2o~ ~ Kn(nLa)In(Lr)coa te ~ K (Lr )I (LR )cos m(e-$)d29 
0 1( £=-oo k 3 k 3 · m=-oo m 4 m 4 1f 

= K (nLa)I (LR )fnRa I (Lr )K (Lr) rdr +I (nLa)I (LR) Joo KA(Lr )K (Lr) rdr 
o 3 o 4 o 

3 
o 4 . o 

3 
o 4 na v 3 o 4 

~ (3-30) 

After performing the integrati6n and a 'little arrangement, noting the 
. I 

relation in Bessel functions, 

the following equation for s~) is obtairted. 
2. R 

S(l) = L4 Io (u-L4) [ ] 
2n . L4 2- wl Ko (~a3) .~ Ko (~a4~ 

1-(-) 
L3 

(3-31) 

- 10 ' 



For n=O, by the similar method, 
2 . R 

L4 Io (L4) 
= 

L4 2 
1-(-) 

L3 

The calculation of S~) is more difficult because of its complexity 

(3-33) 

( 3-34) 

in the integral region and it is impossible to get a simple eXpression for 

this quantity, but we can show that s( 2 ) is negligible compared to S(l) by 
2n . . :?n 

an approximate method (Appendix A). So, from now on we neglect this term. 

s(2) << s(l) 
2n 2n . ( 3-35) 

From eq. ( 3-19), 

S' 

y = l - :3:3_ s (3-37) 

·oo 

3,4 

The Y factor is related to the epithermal flux depression caused by the neutron 
" 

absorption of the cylinder in that energy range, and naturally, it becomes 

unity by eq. (3-37) if there is no absorption .at this energy. 

If the radius of the cylinder becomes la:nge compared to L
3 

and L4, Y 

for the isolated rod should approach Y( slab) .which is the corresponding 

t:HJlli"ce dep1·ession factor in slab geometry. 

l Y( slab) = 1 - --~---

- 11 

(3-38) 



·In this case, using the expansion form of the Bessel function, 

So that, 

R I(-) w2 o L4 

0 

1 

1 
·. L4. D3 

(1 + -L ) (1 + . ) 
3 

a.., L.., 
.) .) 

This discrepancy in a factor of two comes from.the uncertainty in the 

normalization of the diffusion kernel for a line source, but this 

uncertainty is negligible if R/L < 0.5, as we show in Appendix B and, ,., 
therefore,.· the discrepancy is not a hindrance in the practical situation • 

. ..,. ·12 -

(3-39) 



'• 

B. dURRENT TO FLUX RATIO. (a)· Jl,T CYLINDRICAL ROD SURFACE 

1. · FORMULA OF a FOR· MONOENERGETIC NEUTRONS 

In the calculation of the peutron absorption of control rods, the 

current to. flux ratio at the surface,. a, is as shown.above, a required 

quantity. 

a == j/4> s 

. j net current to the absorber 

4> scalar flux at the absorber surface 
s 

Since the net current into the absorber is equal to the total 

absorption in the absorber,. divided by the surface, 

I: <P· v/s I: T 
a G 0 c 

:::: 
<!> 

== 4G. 
s 

G == <!> ~~ 
s 

(3-40) 

( 3-41) 

I:c : • macroscopic abs.orption cross section of the absorber 

<!> average flux in the absorber 

]· :. == 4 V/S , where V and S
0 
.. are volume and surface area 

O-

af the absorber, respectively. 

If we assume the isotropy of the neutron flux at the absorber surface, 

surface to average flux ratio, G, can be calculated by the arguments 

identical to. those of ref~rences( 7 ) and (B). The effect of this assumption 

* on a value is very small and is not essential in· this problem. Under this 

assumption;; G' can be related toP ,·the capture probability of· the entering ae 
neutrons in the absorber. 

* The effect of the introduction ()f linear angular dependence on the flux 
can easily be examined,· in cylindrical case,· using the collision probability 
which is calculated by the. succEYssive generations method(9); in slab geometry,. 
using the blackness coefficient~lOJ a;nd for pure absorption case,.comparing 

(I: CI) (I: d]") ( 11 ) 
1. + 2E

3 2 and 1 + 3E4 2 • 

- 13 -



·G = 

If we assume a uniform distribution of scattered neutrons in the 
·* absorber, 

p 
·ae 

L: L: 
p c p s p 

L:T 
-+ 

L:T e e a 

P .. first .collis.ion probability i:b. the al;lsorber 
.e 

for the entering neutrons 

Pa . : absorption probability in the absorber for the 

uniformly ·dis.tributed .neutron . source ·in the absorber 

L:L: ·T' ·s macroscopic total and scattering cross section in 

the absorber,- respectively." 

-P and P are related toP , the first collision probability in the 

(~-42) 

e a c (l2 ) 
absorber of the uniformly distributed neutron source. in the absorber • 

· P = L: "j (1-P ) 
e T · . c 

.. l~P 
·_c 

·.From eq" · ( 3-42) - ( 3·"45), · G follows" 

. L: 7: 
.L:.T T L:· .. P (---=--) 

-G 1 
c 

+ c ·C 2 
·- -·-·- L:E" 

2 L:T 
•1-:P (-L) 

c 2· 

·for . slab geometry and the zei·o . scattering case, 

* 

. ( 3~44) 

. (3•46) 

. We can elim~.nate this. assumption. by a more _complicated tre(~jent but the 
Rffect. Qf thJ.S ASSU:mntl On O:tl J~. J .. S aJRO found to "be RmA.J.l,. 

· L' ae · · 

-·14-



·a 
slab 

.. L.ct 
l-2E (-· -) = .1 : 3. 2 . 

2 . L. t 
1+2E3('~ ) 

·The difference in the denominator from the more exact -formula-in this 
; . (2) 

special case ·comes from the neglecting of linear angular dependence 

in.surface flux; and this difference produces a maxim~ error in the a 
·value of 3. 7% at L. .8}2 ~ o.6 . 

. c. 

The difference between slab and cylindrical geometry but.of the same 

_I, :for the zero scatteripg case, is less than .loojo ·in a and the maximum 

error occurs at ·L./}2 ~ 0.5, as is shown in fig. 3-2 •. Since the difference 

shows a fairly sharp_peak and goes down to abo.ut.3%:at L.c_"l/2 = 1.5, .. we can 

expect fairly good agreement-in the a.of Ag-In-Cd for both slab and 

cylindrical geometry since absorption of this alloy is mainly composed of 

sharp reso.nances at intermediate energies and strong absorption in the 

lower energies .. 

. 2. ·EPITHERMAL .AVERAGING PROCESS 

.In the epithermal region,_ the a values change greatly in magnitude 

and the averaging process is important .• 

· · From the· definition of. a,.· it :i,.s reasonable to take the surface flux 

.as the weighting factor. 

·a -= J -a:(u). <I> (u) du/ f <I> (u) :du 
8 IJ 

For slab geometry ·and narrow resonances <I> (u) ,can be taken as( 2 ), 
s 

<I> (u.) 
s .l + y:3 a(11) 

.1 

( 3-"48) 

.·Th:l.s representation of <I> (u) is derived frQm the flat source assumption and 
0 

;l,s.vaiid for widely separated resonances. ·But even for Ag-In-Cd absorber, 

. the comparison of few group results with the mtiltigroup calculation shows 

- '15 -
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that this assumption is not valid at the lower energies because of the 

strong depression of the flux at the higher energies in the vicinity of the 

absorber(l3 ) • . If we take~ (u) as eq. (3 -49), the current into the Ag-In-Cd 
s 

in the epithermal region is, in a typical case, larger in a few group calcu-

lation; also the thermal current is even more of an overestimate; the latter 

is caused by the misrepresentatio? of the slowing down density to the thermal 

group in the vicinity of the absorber . 

In spite of' these errors ) the eigenvalue calculated in few group ·Scheme 

shows very good agreement with the multigroup results( 2)(l3). This 

excellent agreement comes from the cancellation o.f this error with the error 

caused by the misrepresentation of the slowing down phenomena in the vicinity 

of the absorber . 

Since we do not have a better averaging process at present, at least in 

the normal four gro\lp scheme, we adopt the same assumption in cylindrical 

geometry in expectation of the same cancellation in eigenvalue. Therefore) 

the uncorrected a
3

, a
3
(1), is taken from fig. 3-3 and a4(1) can be taken as 

0.5 (black) . 

. 3. MODIFICATION OF a FOR FINITE RADIUS 

In the above section, the external medium is not taken into considera

t ion i n the calculation of a except in the averaging process in the epithermal 

group in which t he effect of the external medium on the weighting factor is 

considered in a simple manner through its mean free path. 

If we u::;e Lhe exact equation of the neutron transport in the external 

medium, we can describe the flux behavior correctly even in the vicinity of 

an absorber surface. However, if we use the diffusion equation in the external 

medium, some modification on a is necessary to represent the correct flux in 

the asymptotic region . 

The correction factor on a for a black absorber in cylindrical geometry 

let us denote it by CB - has been calculated by many authors(l4 ) and the 

results are approximated in a simple equation(l5). 

a (Black) cy 

- 17 -
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· . 0 o 7604 'At 0 o 4052 i\tr 
CB . = ·(.1+ r ) / (1 + ) . 

R R 
( 3-51) 

i\tr : transport mean free path in the external medium 

1 
a cy 

4 ( . 1 ) 1 
= . gra-y . -. ·l . + a"'(~Bl'=""a-c-:-k~) 

. . . cy . 

g(a) = .2 [ 1-Pc(a)] a 

a = .E R ·c 

( 3-52) 

. If we denote a( CB=l) as the a va1u~ which is calculated by eqo ( 3-41) and ( 3-46), 

. . d. for the gray cylinder is obtained· from eq.(3-50) and (3-52) o 

•()! = 
cy 

a (CB = 1) 

· a(CB=1) .defined by eqo{3-41) and (3-46) 

The correction fa~tor for the grey cylinder is dependent on a(CB=l) and 

approaches to 1, as it should, when the absorption is.very weak. 

( 3-53) 

Eq.(J·-52) can b.e derived from eq.(3=41) and(3-46) except for the CB factor. 

. ' .< 

,· 
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. 4. ·coRRECTION FOR .CLAD EFFECT 

The current to flux ratio a calculated in the section 3 is the value · 

for a bare absorber.. · The actual control rods are claq. in stainless steel 

and the steel reduces the neutron current into the rod. 
'. 

If we assume the clad thickness is small compared to both the radius 

of the absorber and the. mean free path in the clad, the conservation of 

neutrons. leads us to the following eq_uations. 

R J ' -
0 in 0 

RJ out = 

Jin' J out 

R 

· Jin J R o' outd o 

r. ' r. 
s 

b. :· 

R J (1;..2LA) . in F2 + R Jin 21: b. Fl + R J t s 0 ou 0 2r.sb. Fl 

R 

+ 

J out o(l-2r.b.) +R J out o 2r. b. (l-F1 ) 
0 0 s 

R Jin (l-F'2) (l-2r.b.) + R Jin 21:6 (l-F'
1

) s 

entering and outgoing neutron current at the clad 

surface, respectively. 

outer radius of the clad 

q_uanti ties corresponding to J. , J t and R at the . ~n ou 
absorber surface, respectively. 

scattering and total macroscopic cross section of clad 

material, respectively. 

clad thickness 

( 3-54) 

( 3-55) 

Fl. 'l'he average probability that neutrons· enter the absorb•:=r 

region from the uniformly distributed source in the clad 

F2 : The probability that isotropic incoming neutrons enter 

the abQorber region 

- 20 ~ 



The albedo is defi~ed by the ratio of' the outgoing .current tcr the· 

incoming current and is related to a by eq.: · ( 3,..57). 

13 - Jout/Jin 

:::: i: _1-13 
a 2 .1+13 

( 3.:.56) 

. From.eq.· (3-54).;..(3'"'56) and no.ting that L:.6. << 1, the blackness at. the 

outer. surface-is; 

f3• = 13-·+ (l.:.F'2)(I-!3)+z:a6[( -2+2~2 ""'4F213)k + (2F2-2F1.,.2~~F"~~)(r-f3j 
. (3-"58) 

_:where k i.s the rati6 of- the absorptio:b.: cr.bss sectio.r+ to the scattering cross 

s_ection in the clad. ·For stain;less st.eel k is negligibly small in the 

epithermal_region and is about 0 .• 25 in the thermal en.ergy range •. Howeve~; 

· f3. is zer.o: in the thermal energy range and, 

1-F2 << 1 and 

. we can bbt.ain a simpler relation from ( 3•58}. 

The calcu.Iati.oh of'.,F'
2 

is as follows. ·By the assumption of' isotropic· 

surface flux, the angular dependep.ce of the current is given by eq. (3.;.60) . 

. .y( e )de . = cos e sin e . de 

e ::.angle betwe·en the -normal direction at the 
ou:ter. silrface· a:nd. the -neutron direction 

lf we define P(fJ) as the pr6bability that neutrons Of' direction e enter 

into: the·. absorber region, 

-P(e) ;::;: 1 fO;r e <e ........... b: (3-61) 

P($} ·~ 
.. :.?1. for 

j( 
e > e --:- . .0 

(3~62) 



e 
0 

= Cos 
_"\ /21{ 6.-+ 8.2 

-1- . v• .o . 

R !::,. 0 + 

where y is indicated in Fig. "3-4 and is calcUlated by simple algebra .to. 

be, 

p 

--/ 
/ 

(Fig. 3-:-4) 

R . -1 0 y = .Sln ( · .. cot e) 
1/2R Drt-6.2 

o· 

. (3-64) 

PQ;PT . Tangents to the cylinder from 
the point P on the surface 

From these equations P(e) in Eq. (3-62) approaches l as e approaches e
0

, as 

it should. 

~/2 ~/2 
F

2 
- !

0 
J(e)·P(e) de I f

0 
J(e) de 

E = 6./R. 
0 

l 
4! 

0 

y sin ... ly. 

. [l+( 2E+E2 )y2] 2 

·The integration of Eq.· (3-65) can be carried out·by expanding the 

denominator in series noting E << l and using, 

l ..;.1 ~ 
Joy sin y dy = ·s Jl 3 -1 5n 

· 
0 

y sin y dy = · 64 

- 22 -
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If we· calcuiate the higher order terms of E;, the next. equation· follows, . 

. w.hi.ch.is a1s6 obtainable by a different approach. 

. ( :3"'-68) 

The equations (J-,57):,(3-59),:and (3..,67)give 11-s the value of cx.corrected 
. .. * 

for. the clad effect • 
.. : . 

If the ciad bec·omes thicker; we have to· modify eq. (3-59) t.o• make 

it.more rigorous; One such modification is the application of the first 

. colli,sion pr6ba.bili ty for tul:n:llar geometry. 

* We can show that the c()mbination of the equa.tions (J"'-53), (3-57), 
· (3-59) and(3-67), takin~ L:s=O;, agrees with.the correct~¢n formula· 
. fOr a small air gap derived by Davison atrQ. Kushnerick(l J. in the 
case of small abs$rber radius. 

. - 23 -



IV. AVERAGE NEUTRON ABSORP'I'ION FOR A CYLINDRICAL ELEMENT IN A CLUSTER 

A. FORMULA FOR 'I'HE NEUTRON CURRENT 

The formulas for neutron absorption of a cylindrical element in a 

linear array are given in Section III. Since the absorption Of a cluster 

can be calculated by considering the elements of a cluster to be elements 

·of superimposed linear arrays with aperiodic gaps, the pertinent results 

of Section III are repeated below with modifications where necessary in 

either the equations or their context. 

Assuming a spatially uniform source to group 3, the neutron absorption 

in this group is expressed as follows: 

= (4-1) 

(4-2) 

l 
= N 

( 4-3) 

where J is the net neutron current into a.rod; Q
3

, D and L are the neutron 

source (normalized to unity), diffusion c.oefficient and migration length of 

the external medium, respectively; R is the radial distance equal to the 

sum of the absorber radius plus total raaial thi~kness of clad and thimble 

SS; (gaps are neglected) d is the distan~e between element j and the nth element . n . 
of the cluster. The cluster is composed o .. f N cylindrical absorbers. a is cyi 
th~ current to flux ratio at the surface 4elimited by R. 

For group 4, eq, (4-l) is modified to eq. (!~-:l~) taking the neutron 

source depression into consideration. 

(4-4) 
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'~4 :l,s -~ ~~3/(~r3 + ~a3 )·wher.e ~r3 and 2:a:
3 

are the removalartd aqsorption 

.cross section of the external medium.in group.3. Y4 is the correction 

·.fac~or .due to. the non-flat neutr.on source and is expressed byi 

y 
.4 (4-5) 

In·the numerator in eq. (4-5):; w
2

_accoup.ts.for the.source depression effect 

.for.a single.rod whereas the.quarttity (WiM3 ~~4) accounts for the effect 

of macroscopic source depression in tb,e vicin:i,ty of tb,e clusterof apsorbers. 

_Nbrmally, the source depression effect for a single .rod i.s approximately a 

few per. cent . of the current and is .. not . important. ·Since the effect for a 

. cl~ster of . ap sorl::lers, . however, . is quite large and may range from ·10% . to 

20%,of the.current.depending on the tightness of the cluster.and .the s:l,ze 

of each apsorl::ler, this factor is ;i.mportant.if the homogenization method :l,s 

adopted; this is discussed later. 

·The fundamental assumptiOAS on .wh:l,ch tb,e above equatiOAS depend are: 

. (1) _,tbat -diffusion equation -is vali~ (2) .that the external mediwn is 

uniform, (3) ,_tbat .the neutron source for group 3 :l,s spatially. uniform. The 

first assl,Uilption is taken for granted .in .. th,is paper. exc~pt .as, regards th~ 

transport.modification for.the current-to fl\l.X ratio at.the cylindrical 

aqsorber. surface which bas been discussed. _The third assumption is not 

important ill .the practical problem since the. local depression in thermal 

flux i1> recovered in group 2. The second asslUI1ption, however, may introduce 

error for the interference term,. l\1.9 for group 4,. in. the case of a very 

tight.cluster since the diffusion cbaracter is completely different in water 
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than in fuel rods. The diffusion length for water in group 4 is much 

larger than that for homogenized fuel so that the error, if any, might be 

an underestimate of the interference term. This will also be discussed 

in section VI. 

If the array of absorbers is systematic, the M term can be simply 

determined and· it has been examined for an infinite linear array, square 

lattice, rectangular lattice and hexagonal lattice by Neumann( 4 ). 

M is mainly determined by the pitch between elements of a cluster 

although it .depends slightly on the n'Umber of' elements. This is explained 

by the fact that K (x) is a rapidly decreasing function of its argument. 
0 

·The calculation of the direct sum in eq. (4-3), however, is recommended for 

an actual cluster which might be composed of double circular or square rings. 

B. ,.;;t:THERMAL GROUP MODEL ,.,. 

Normally, the Mixed Number Density (MND) model is used in the thermal 
I 

group in the critical calculation because this model gives a better power 

distribution(3)(l7)~ However, as ha;s !been shown by Buslik(lB), the MND 

model has no theoretical justification in th~ vicinity of a strong absorber. 

Even in the absence Of a strong aosorber, the flux distribution calculated 

. by the MND model changes too rapidlJf around the interface of two compositions, 

compared to multi-group results, because the diffusion length expressed b;}'i;.he 
I 

MND model is too small. The reason that the MND model gives a better power 

distr:l.but.1.on than the conventional model is· explained by the compensation 

of errors in the flux distribution and in the. ·effective fission cross section 

distr:lbution. Since the diffusion le.r;tgth is a,n important quantity in the 
. I 

determination of neutron current into a stronf?; absorber, the conventional 

model is superior in such a case. The nume:rical confirmation of this is 

given below comparing the neutron current by .o.ne . and multi -thermal group 

calcul.a.ti ons. 

The lattice chosen was Yankee Core I and the study was done in slab 

geometry. A slab absorber (0.266 in. thick Ag-In-Cd), which can be 
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considered thermally black, was put at the left boundary of the lattice and 

a current equal zero condition was impof?ed at the right boundary. The cell 

thickness was 7.2 :and 8 em for case A and B, respectively, which is thick 

enough to represent the. infinite core medium. In case A, the thermal neutron 
' source was set as spatially unifoim. In case B the source distribution was 

input from the few group calculation and represented a realistic distrib.ution • 

. In both c~ses i SLOP-1 ( 19 ) was run using the double P-1 option. Two types of. 

boundary conditions at the left boundary were applied in the MND model 

calculation; that is a/(1/v) and a/(1/v) , where a,(l/v) and (1/v) · . · max . ww max ww 
are the current to flux ratio in conventional scheme, (1/v) average over 

Maxwellian ·spectrum and (1/v) average over Wigner-Wilkins spectrum, 

respectively. Neither (1/v) average has· any theoretical basis but they were 

used to show the inability of reproducing the correct neutron current within 

the MND model by merely adjusting <:urrentto flux ratio on some reasonable 

basis. The results are shown in Table 4-1. 

TABLE 4-l COMPARISON OF THERMAL NEuTRON CURRENT 

Case Temp. 
( oc) 

~(Flat Source) 260 

B(Realistic 260 
Source) 20 

Conv. · 

1.05 
\ 

1.05 

1.04 

R* 
MND with 
a/(1/v) max 

0.88 

0.81 

o.flfi 

MND with· 
a/(1/v) ww 

0.85 

0. 73 

* R = (Neutron current by 1 group)/(Neutron current by SLOP-1) 

The superiority of the conventional model in the calculation of neutron 

current is clear from T-able 4-1. The MND model would not only underestimate 

the thermal neutron absorptlon by an absorber but would also introduce a 

temperature dependent error even if it is adjusted by a factor at room 
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temperature, if the factor were asst~ed to be independent of temperature. 

This error would be, from Table ~1, about 12 to 15% overestimate in the . 

thermal neutron current at operating temperature, if it is adjusted at 

room temperature, which would introduce 5 to 7% overestimate in rod worth 

for the practical configuration. 

C. ~~T.IMATE OF WATER OCCUPYING BALANCE OF CYLINDRICAL ELEMENT 
UNIT CELL 

The current to flux ratio at the cylindrical absorber surface appears 

in the formula for neutron current and is considered to be the most funda

mental quantity determining the absorber's character. The derivation and 

modificatipns of this quantity are d.iscussed in section m. It is derived, 

at first for a bare cylindrical absorber, by Amouyal and Benoist method(B) 

assuming isotropic flux at the cylindrical absorber surface. The current 

to flux ratio for a cylindrical absorber was compared with that for a slab 

and it ·was concluded that the ratio· in group 3 for a cylinder can be 

approximated by the one for a slab ~ith the same chord length. For the 

thermal group, the normal Ag-In-Cd absorber can be taken as black. After 
I 

knowing the current to flux ratio for a bare cylinder, it is modified for 

the clad (and thimble) effect considering neutron balance in order to make 

it applicable. to the outside clad (or thimble) surface·. And again the 

modification for the transport effect is applied to the current to flux 

r.atio, which enables us to apply i~ to an absorber of an arbitrary radius . 

with the diffusion equation applying outside the absorber region. 

The current to flux ratio at the cylin~er surfa~e is obtainable 

by the above process and can be applied to the equations (4-1) and (4-4) 
. ! I 

if the external medium is uniform. In the practical problem, however, 

there. is a water region immediately adjacent!to the cylindrical absorber 

and the effect of this should be examined. · 

The main effects of this "rater in· the balance of the unit cell are 

two: the incre~se of the slowing down power for group 3 in the core and 

the increase of tl:lermal ne1..1.tron absorption by the absorber. The increase 
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of slowing down power ittt!f'~ttG9~ the' reactivity because the light water 

moderator core ~s n~lly un~~~ted.. The effect on reactivity can 

be roughly estimted. from tlw ~.xpmmental measurement of the reactivity · 

worth of water ho1~s. Experinwntal results show that this reactivity worth 

is around 5 to 1tfo Of the :rod worth depending on the radius of the absorber. 

Since the water volume is reduced when the absorber is inserted,.the effect 

becomes smaller. This effect on reactivity might be around 2!'/o of rod worth 

for a larger absorber and around 5% of rod worth for a smaller absorber in 

the 2.9 W/U lattice if the absorber has no neutron absorption. The increase 

of thermal neutron absorption by an absorber increases the rod worth 

whereas the increase of slowing down power decreases the worth. The effect 

of the increase of thermal neutron absorption on the reactivity can be 

estimated-analytically. However, the integral result of the two effects 

has been examined below. 

Initially, one ·dimensional cyli.ndrical criticality calculations were 

perf'ormed in cylindrical geometry putting an absorber at the center, a 

water. slot next to the absorber and a core region next to the water slot; 
I • 

0.3302 and 0.5118 em radius Ag-In.-Cd were chosen as the absorber. The 

core region contained 2.7% enriche~,j 2.9/1 W/U or 3.7% enriched 2.9/1 W/U 

lattices. The outside radii of' the water s~ot were taken as 0.6236 and 

0.8118 em. The former corresponds' to the unit cell size of the 2.9/1 W/U 

lattice. Infinite medium group capstants were used both for the water 

slot and the core region. A current equal zero condition was imposed at 
I 

the outside boundary, located at a radial position Of 6 em. 

Another set of calculations was perform~d in w·hich fuel displaced the 

water slot. The worth differences between the two sets of calculations 

are shown in 'l'a.'ble 4•2. As can be ~een from' the table, the error caused by 

neglecting the water slot is less than 2!'/o.of:the absorber worth. The error 

shows no dependence on enrichment and no significant dependence ort water slot 

size. The homogeneous and shell me·l~hods Of representation approximate the 

true situation by assuming that the (clad) absorber is intimately surrounded 

by homogenized fuel. The uncertainty in worth associated with one aspect of 

this assumption has thus been shown to be small. However, the effect of 
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this assumption on mutual interferenee between_absorbers in close proximity 

will be examined in Section VI. The discrete and hybrid methods of. 

representation do not involve this approximation on the water slot under 

either aspect. 

TABLE 4-2 

Error Due to Neglecting Water Slot 

Enrichment Absorber Water Slot Error Due to Neglecting 
(%) :Radius (em) OUtside Water Slot (Relative to 

Radius (em) the Rod Worth) 

2.7 0.3302 0.6236 4 -2 L x·lO 

" 0.5118 II 6 -2 0.. X 10 
It n· 0.8118 1. 7 X 10 --2 

3.7 0-.3302 0.6236 1.4 X 10 
.... 2 

., .. ~-;~~: . 0.5118 II 0.6 X 10-·2 

·n· " 0.8118 1. 7 X 10 -2 
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V. REPRESENTATIONS FOR-ABSORBER-ARRAYS 

The~ me.sh number limitation in a two dimensional dif'f'usion .code is 

usually. one of'.the most serious problems in the analysis of a power reactor. 

-Although it.is not impossible to represent each absorber discretely in some 

-simple conf'igurations,.there are several problems which would be caused by 

-11se of thi-s representation in an actual design. One such problem is 

inability to concentrate the mesh about the hot spot where a detailed 

description:of' the actual heterogeneity is desirable. Another problem is 

the error in rod worth due to coarse mesh around the absorbers, the amount 

of which is very difficult to evalu.ate. 

One of the geometries which is not only simple but also fairly close 

to the real cluster arrangement is a square shelL Only l mesh space is 

needed across the width of the annulus to represent a cluster in this case. 

A simpler representation, discussed below·, is a homogenization of absorbers 

into a fuel region such as an assembly. This will not give a realistic 

power distribution in the locale of a cluster and is considered to be useful 

only as a supplement to the shell representation whenever necessary. The 

transformation to a shell discussed below consists of a straightforward 

hand calculation based on the approaches outlined in the preceding ti-10 

sections. A correction for the shell representation which preserves worth 

despite internal and external mesh coarseness is also described in this 

section. 

A discrete met.hod of representation, as used in the analysio of 

criticals, is also discussed. This representation as such is necessarily 

so extravagant of mesh that it is limited to representation of clusters only 

in simple criticals or hypothetical cells •. The method, however, does not 

involve certain of the approximations associated with the direct shell 

Lrau~;;furmation, Accordingly} upon the availability of the results of the 

application to criticals of both the shell and also the discrete methods of 

representation, the most accurate method of representation clearly required 

a synthesis of these two methods - thus the hybrid representation. The 

latter combines the accuracy of a type of' discrete representation with the 

practicality of' the shell geometry, 
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A. HOMOGENIZATION 

The reactivity worth of an absorber is determined by the neutron 

absorption balance between the absorber and the fuel region if the position 

of an absorber is fixed in the core. Since the importance of neutron 

absorption is a function of the position of such an absorption, the 

conservation of neutron absorption balance only does not always give the 

correct rod worth. If the neutron absorption is homogenized in the vicinity 

of the actual absorber whilst conserving the neutron balance, however, 

control rod worth might be approximately preserved on the assumption that 

the importance of neutron absorption does not, at least locally, change much. 

Since this ·assumption is essential for the simple homogenization method in 

which only·_ the neutron absorption balance between the absorber and the fuel 

region is conserved, this method should be. checked at different positions , 

in the core; this is discussed later. 

,The neutron absorption by an aosorber in groups '3 and 4 can be obtained 

by eqs.
1

(4-l) and (4-4). If this ab~orption is homogenized into some area 
. 

(V), homogenized absorption cross section for absorbers (~ ) are given by p 

I 

NJi/~ V = ~pi'/ [ (~r + :Ea) i + ~pi] 
.. 

or 

~pi ·= (~) ~ ~a)i /[~ V/NJi -1] ( 5-l) 

where N is the number of absorbers in a cluster, In a uniform array of 

absorbers it is possible to choose t~e homogenized area (V) rather uniquely 

by dividing the core into as many equal areas' as there are absorbers. 

There is, however, an arbitrariness in choosing the homogenized area for a 

cluster arrangement. The effect of this arbi~rariness should be checked, 

especially for off-center positions, since the importance of neutron 

absorption varies. 

The presence of a cluster ln (V) means considerably fewer fuel rods in 

''the.t .homogenized area, Ac·~ordingly, v~fi and ~ai of the fuel should be reduced by 
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the volume ratio of the fuel region of the total homogenized area. Since the 

total unit cell area in which the absorber is inserted is considered as an 
;( ,. 

absorber region (cf. section 4-c), the fraction which should multiply 

V~fi and ~ai is the ratio of the number of fuel rods in V to the total number 

of unit ~ells in the homogenized area. v~fi for all groups can .be obtained 

directly by this process .and ~~i for groups 3 and 4 is obtained by simply 

adding ~ i to the reduced ~ i' which is the contribution from the fuel rod, 
P . a 

where primes indicate the cross sections in the homogenized region. This 

process, however, has not been examined further because the homogenization 

itself is not considered a powerful tool to represent a cluster and is only 

supplemental to the shell representation. 

. For groups 1 and 2, ~~i can be tak~n as ~ai assuming that the neutron 

absorption by an absorber is the same as that of a fuel rod. This approxi

mation might introduce a slight underestimate of the rod worth. However, it 

is not worth a more rigorous treatment because the effect is very small 

compared to the approximation in groups 3 and 4. 

·B. TRANSFORMATION TO A CIRCULAR OR A SQUARE SHELL 

Let us first calculate the neutron absorption by a circular shell 

absorber. Notation is shown in Fig'. 5 .. 1. The diffusion equation is assumed 

to be valid in the absorber region. 1 The neutron source is assumed to be 

spacially uniform except in the shelr region 
I ' 

where the source is zero. Regions 1 and 3 

are filled by homogeneous fuel and region 3 

extends to infinity. 
. I 

'.The neutron fluxes in each region, $i' 

are expressed by, 

$1 = A I
0 

(r/L) + Q/~ a 

$2 = c r
0 (r/La) + E K0 (r/La) 

$3 = B K
0 (r/L) + Q/L. a 
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where the suffix a to R, .L and D ind:tcates an absorber region. I and K. are 
n n 

.the first and second kind modified.Bessel· functions, respectively. After 

imposing flux and current continuity at each boundary and arranging the 

equation, the following relations are obtained. 

:::: Q/L. M a 

= Q/L. M a 

al = [r~(R/La)K1(Ra/La) + K0 (R/La)I1(Ra/La)][r1(R/L)/6] 

- I
0

(R/L)/M 

a2 = L
8

I1 (R/L)/Ra6 

bl - LaKJ. (Ra/L)/M 

M = (D/L)/(D /L ) a a . 

When the condition, Ra - R <<La orR:>> La' is satisfied, a1 , b2 
and 6 can be approximated by, 

a . 
1 = La cosh (m) r1 (R/L)/-{RR

1/~ .;. I
0

(R/L)/M 

b2 = L cosh (m) K1 (R /L)/~ 6 - K. (R /L)/M a a a o a 

i::, = - L sinh(m) ;{ru;:;_ a 

m = (Ra - R)/La 
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(5-6) 

(5-7) 

(5-8) 

(5-9) 

( 5-10) 

(5-11) 

(5-12) 

(5-13) 

(5-14) 

(5-15) 

(5-16) 



From these A and B are obtained in eqs. (5-17) and (5-18). 

¥JJI(ViC]R I sinh(m) - coth(m)) -1 
A 

a . . Qlr. -
[ 1 + M(I+K) coth(m) +. I¥JJI

2
] I

0
(RIL) 

a 

IM({RJR I sinh(m) - coth(m)) -1 
B 

a Qlr. = 
[1 + M(I+K) coth(m) + ~] K

0
(Ra1L) 

a 

· The· total neutron current into a shell, J, is given by, 

J - - 2n RD Il(RIL)A/L - 2~ RaD Kl(R
8

IL)BIL 

= 2~(R + R ) QT 
a 

Noting that (Ra -R) << R," T is present~d in eq. (5-22) 

T == Q ( I+K)/2 + IKM tanh (m/2) 

.I+. ( I+K)M coth(m) + IKrf 
I 

L 

(5-17) 

( 5-18) 

(5-19) 

(5-20) 

(5-21) 

( 5-22) 

· The eqs. (5--21) and (5-22) g:ive the n'eutron current into a circular shell. 
I 

Deviation of I and K from unity shows· the effect of flux depression inside 

the circular shell. When the radius pecomes very large compared to the 
' 

diffUsion length, I and K became l and T give~ the neutron current into a 

unit area of slab absorber. This flux depression effect inside the shell 

is naturally more important for a strong abso~ber and becomes less 

important for·a weak absorber if the dimensioh of the shell and character 

of the core medium are fixed. Since the inequality RIL > 4 normally holds 

for the thermal group, I and K can br! replaced by 1 in this group without 

any errors. For the epithermal group, however, RIL can be as small as 1.5 
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in some cases and a numerical check is necessary before approximating 

I and K by 1 in this group. Fortunately, neutron absorption in the 

epithermal group is not so stro~g. The m _value is normally 0.2 and hardly 

exceeds 0.4 in practical proble~s. Since M is around 0.4 in normal 

lattice, the error due to the repldcement of I and K by 1 can be numerically 

checked and can be shown to be below 3% relative in this extreme case: 

R/L :::: .1.5 and m ::.::: 0.4. 'l'hus the replacement is allowed in epithermal group 

also and the problem reduces to slab geometry. 

In slab geometry the neutron current into a unit area. of an absorber 

is expressed by, 

= QJ.,/(1 + D/a L) s (5-23) 

where a is the currer~t to flux ratio at a slab absorber surface. Equating s 
this expression to T with I=K=l leads to the following relation which is 

give~ eisewhere (2 ). 

a = D /L • tanh (m/2) s a a . 

The total current into.a circular, shell, J, ie; now given by, 

J = 2~ (R + R ) j a s 

(5-24) 

(5-25) 

a can be used as an interim parameter between total neutron current into a 
s. 

circular shell and the group constants in the·absorber. Knowing the total 

neutron current, a can be determined1 by sett~ng T eqURl to j • And the s . . . . s 
group constants in the absorber again are obtained by the relation (5-24) 

and one more supplemental relation. The supplemental relation is given by, 

l: D = 1/p aa a 
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where ~ is the macroscopic absorption . aa 
·It. should be noted that normal relation 

cross section in the shell region • 

L
2 = D /~ is retained in the a .a aa 

shell .:regiop too.· The p value appr6aches 3 for.a.very weak absorber and 

.4 for a very strong absorber( 2 ). ·The choice of a p value is discussed 

ip_section 5C. 

In square shell .. geometry, ·the edge effect .sbbuld be examined. The edge 

effect .:i,.s caused,. qualitative·ly, by the same flux depression as discussed 

ab_ove for. circular geometry. · However, .. the amount of the effect is expected 

to be larger because of the sharper angle in the square shelL - The edge 

ef'fect is estimated by the "absorption area" method( 29). Since the :zero: 

flux boundary condition was applied in this analysis,. the absolute value for 

neutron current is not correct. Th,e correction for the edge effect, however, 

-is considered to be usable in esti ating the per cent contribution of this 

.effect to the thermal neutron current. In the absorption area method, the 

ratio of the edge effect to the total neutron absOrption in a square shell, 

E,-isgiven by, 

-where S is 

N2 are the 

·The values 

total.surface area of a_square shell (per.unit-length);-N1 .an.d 

correction factors of the angles 3rt/2 and '1[/2,_respectively. 

of N1 and N2 are given by Hurwitz and R0e( 20) as, 

Nl 4(4'1[/3{3' -"l)/3'1[ = 0 .• 602 

N2 - 4/'1[ ·- .1.273 

thus the fraction is about -2.7 L/8,_ which is around ...,3% to ;.;4% .in a 

practical problem. ·The edge effect is neglected in this report although 

the modification entailed is .straightforward. 

·The process of transforming a clusterinto a circular or.square shell 

is trow obvious from the above discussion. -At _first, the total neutron 
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current inti§ § .§;1-g§-t~t" f:lf §P§~r-l;;>eT:9 J .. s ~§.:J,g·~l§te!i by the method de~cribed in 

Section IV atltl § §hgll i.§ ~Q.Qf?t:rJ;gd~e9. p:r-e.!'lervi:ng tne G!T~ of the total fuel 

region and tile ftt@l T~~is>n iiH~id~ th~ ~ll..!sten j 6 is ~btsined next 'by 

dividing the tott:tl @'!.tl'Tent by the §'!;l£ffl~e §.;reS!- 9f th~ ~hell. j detemines . . s 
the current to f'iux f'ttii§ !i!t th~ 9he1l, swf§.Ge, w.hi~h de:finss the effective 

group constants inside th® §Mll .• One thing, h9w.ever 1 should be made clear 

in this process. As :i.s d.i§{lu§§fflfl in ~~ctioo IV, too conventional model is 

superior to the MND model in the ealc'l.ll!ttion of th~rmal neutron current .into 

an absorber. Since the MND model, hdvtev'er, gives a better power distribution 

in a critical calculation, which is a very important quantity, it:is preferable 

to adopt the MND model in a critical calculation. In the derivation of J and 
s 

a, total neutron current of a shell is being forced to the· value precalculated 
s 

in conjunction with conventional. model. Thus it is possible to switch to 

the MND model in thi~ process by changing L and D in the core region into MND 

values. This combination gives a "better over-all power distribution while 
. . , . ' 

consel'V.ing correct neutron balance between the absorber and the core region. 

·rn the practical problem,. the caiculation of the Y4 factor is 

troublesome and an approximation for this factor is desirable. For slab 

geometr,Y, the correction factor (r4 ) 9n the thermal neutron current due to 

source depression is given by, 

= l -
1 (5-28) 

where as
3 

is an effective current to flux ratio derived by the above method. 

If Y4 and r4 are the same or very close to each other ln magnitude, the 

replacement of Y4 and r4 'by l is allowed; tha.t is, the correction factorc 

for the source depression in both geometries can be neglected without error. 

Numerical examples are given i.n 'l'able 5-l for the experimental and practical 

cluster arrangement. 
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Radius of 
Absorber 
(in.) 

0.285 

!I 

. 0.330 
II· 

0.285. 

" 
0.428 

'! 

" 

TABLE 5-·1 

Comparison of the Correction Factors Y4 and ')'4 

* Number of .Abs. Lattice y4 
i.n Cluster · 

12 3.7%, 2.9/1 0.8996 

16 II 0.9099 

12 II 0.8667 

16 II 0.8799 

20 2. ·r%, 2.9;1 0.9239 

24 II 0.9129 

16 II 0.8860 

20 II 0.866.3 

24 II 0.8468 

·* Y 4 is calculated using L4. by conventional model 

whereas r4 is by' M.tiD model. 

The maximum difference is about 1% relative in these cases and. the 

replacement of Ylt. and. 'iJ.
1
. by 1 is al.lowed. 

C. F'INITE MESH SIZE CORRECTION FOR. ;rHE SHELL REPRESENTATION 

* ')'4 

0.9007 

0.9103 

0.8670 

0.8791 

0.9231 

0.9089 

0.8868 

0.8615 

0.8372 

The analysis in Secti.on VB has been perfqrmed by the diffusion equation 

which corresponds to adoption of an extremely fine mesh in the difference 

approximation. In a practi.cal problP-m, however, especially in the calcula

tion of a large power reactor, it is impossible to adopt a very fine mesh 

inside and ou.tsid.e the shell region due to the mesh number limitation in a 

diffusion code. Coarse mesh inside the shell region changes the relation 
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'between the neutron current into a unit area of a slab and the current to 

flux ratio. Thus eqs. (5-24) and (5-23) should be modified if a coarse 

mesh is adopted. inside and outside the shell region. 

If uniform neutron source (Q) and mesh size (h) are assumed in a 

region, the solution of the three point diff~rence approximation to the 
'(2) ·diffusion equation is given by . 

<t>n :::::[A sinh (knh) + B sinh (k(b-nh))J /sinh(kb) + S (5 -29) 

where <!> , b and S are the neutron flux at the mesh point number n, the 
n 

region thickness and Q/'£, respectively. A and·B are arbitrary constants.· a. 
k is defined by, 

cosh(kh) = ( 5-30) 

The origin of the coord.ina.te in eq. (5-29) is taken a.t .the left boundary 

of the region and this will be kept throughout this sub-section. 

The neutron current at the left boundary is given in a diffusion code 

by, 

where <!> ... 
1 

is defined by setting n -· ·-:t in eq. (5-29). Direct calculation 

J.e~'~ds to;-

JL = - F[A csch(kb) - B coth (kb)] ( 5-31) 

F = D sinh(kh)/h = (D/L)~l +(h/2L)i = fD/L ( 5-32) 

In the same way, the neutron current a.t.the right boundary is given ·by, 

F [A coth(kb) -··B csch(kb)J (5-33) 
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We further define E for later use: 

E = F tanh(kb/2) ( 5-34) 

E is the current to flux ratio at the surface of the region in -which no 

neutron source exists. 

Now let us study the most fundamental arrangement shown in Fig. 5-2~ 

~e medium 1 is an absorber and has·no neutron source inside. From no-w-on, 

the suffix shows a medium number. 

If we denote the neutron flux at the 

interfac·e: of t-wo regions by cl>, the relations 

·. A1 = cl> and B1 = cl> sech( k1 b1/2) follov1 

from eqs. (5-29) and (5-31). So that, 

- E cp 
1 

;J=O ; 

2 

J=b 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

rt-b ¥- b /2 -of 
1 2 

Fig. 5-2 
( 5-35) 

(5-36) 

Eliminating cl> in eq. (5-15) using the current. continuity, JlR = J 2L' the 

neutron current into an absorber 's.J;ab is expressed by 1 

I 

J = I J lR I = S2E2/ ( 1 + E2/El) (5-3T) 

The curr~IiL Lu flux ratio at thei ·absorber surface is given by E1 . 

This r·esult has already been obtained in ref~rence ( 2 ) The ."relation 

between E1. and L:aa ta' where ta is th~ thickne,ss of the absorb~r, can be 

expressed in a convenient form when the number of meshes inside the 

absorber is small. These expressions are, 

. 2 2 
_z_,(.,.....l_+____..p_z_,/.,_.3'-2..._) _,_( 2_t....ij JZ /32) 

[ 2 2 ] 2 (2 + pz ·;16) 2 
for 4 meshes ( 5-38) 
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El 
z~l .-
2(1 

El = z/2 

z = 

+ ;ez
2

Ll6} 

+ pz2/8) 

2: t aa a' 2: D aa a 

for 2 m~shes 

for 1 mesh 

= 1/p 

These relations are shown in Fig. 5-3 and .5-4 with p = 3 and 4. 

(5-39) 

(5-4o) 

E1 for all meshes is expressed by the same form, z/2, for a very weak 

absorber (z << 1). For a very strong absorber, E1 for 4 and 2 meshes 

approaches z/8 and z/4, respectively, which is physically consistent if 

the fll.lX average is defined as a simple algebraic average in a diffusion 

code. In these two limits, the value of the diffusion coefficient has no 

effect on the neutron current for all mesh numbers, so far as it is finite. 

The nP.ut.ron current is also determined only by z in 1 mesh case. The 

neutron current in the 4 and 2 mesh cases is dependent slightly on the 

value of the diffusion coefficient, that is the p value in eqs .. (5-38) and 

(5-39), for an intermediate z and the best p value is a function of z, 

which lies between 3 and 4 ( 2 ) •. In practical problems, however,: it can 

be shown that the choice of the p value is not important because of two 

facts: that E1 for epithermal group is normally below 0.1 and that E1 
for thermal group is above 0.3 which means p can be taken as 4. Although 

4 is recommended for p value of thermal group, the difference in rod 

worth calculated by two extreme p values has been checked,. using the 

above equations, and hardly exceed 1% of the rod worth in the practical 

problem. 

Since a diffusion code ca.lculates the. neutron current into a!J absorber 

by eq. (5-37), some pre-adJustment on the group constants in region l 
.·.; '; 
\ .. ,. 

or 2 'i·s necessary. to have the correct current. The easier way to do this 

is to adjust the group con~tants in region 1, that is, to adjust E1 . From 

eqs. (5-32),. (5-34) and (5-37), this adjustment can be performed as, 

(5-41) 
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i. 

where· EJ.. is the corrected current .to flux ratio. ··Although the n,eutron source 

distribution in the practical problem is not spatiall;x-.uniform, the uniform 

source assumption; on which eq. ("5;..:,41) is based,. is not considered to be. a 

hindrance to the.application of eq. (5~41) _because the neutron current is 

mainly determined by the source -w:ithin a few .. migration lengths from the 

absorber and the migration length in the epithermal group is much larger than 

the one in thermal group; c-orrection to the epithermal group is not 

.important as can be seen from eq. (5:--4l),.since-E1 is small and·L2 is large 

. in this group. However, numerical confirmation is considered to be desirable 

·before adopting this correction formula and is g:i. ven "below. 

A.3.7%.enrichment, 2.9/1 W/U lattice (at room temperature)· was chosen 

as typical to show the numerical examples. Tn this lattice the migration 

length in the epithermal and thermal group are 2.59 and 0.965 em (MNp), 
respectively. Case a~l and a~2 correspond to a one dimensional study 

whereas case b corresponds to a two dimensional study. · The thickness of 

the fuel region was taken as 16 em and that .of the absorber,.as 1 em, in 

.case a. A zero current condition .was set at the center of each region 

.corresponding to a cyclic array in .slab geometry. Four meshes were used 

.inside the a"'Qsorber. In case b, . cell geometry was used .as shown . in Fi_g. 5-5. 

Only one internal mesh point was taken for the aosorber. The absorption 

cross sections in the absorber region were:· 

··Case a,;.l L.a4 ~ LO 

. ·case a-2 L: ·- a4 ·- l.O 

.Case b ~a4- == 2.0 

'L. 
·a3 

::: 0.15 

'L. 
a3 ·- 0 

L. 3 ~ 0.2 . a . 

_L.
3 

for gro11ps 1 and 2 was set equal to zero. 

·case b .corresponds approximately to the shell 

representation of the actual rod cluster. 

Case a~2 is a fictitious one and any difference 

between case a•l .and a~2 gives us information 

.about the effect of the uniform source assumption. 

22 em 

0.5 em 



Eigenvalues for cases a and b were calculated by AJM-5-( l5) a;nd PDQ-3 ( 21 ), 

-r-espectively,-changing the mesh.size outside the absorber. ·'L'he result£ are 

shown in Table 5·-:2. The error in eigenvalue is shown by 15.
2/\/D.A., . where · 6

2
/\ 

is a-deviation of eigenvalue from the correct one and M is a difference 

between the eigenvalues o-f the clean core and the absorber""in core. 'I'b.is 

quantity is considered to be one measure of the.errqrdue to the coarse 

mesh. 

·M,e·sh 
.(em) 

·TABLE 5-2 

Errors in Eigenvalue Due to Coars.e Mesh 
(Uncorrected and Corrected) 

. Err.or (Relative to the rod worth), li2A./6/\ x 10
2 

. Case. a-.... 1 Case a~2 Case 

Uncorr. Corr .•. by Uncorr. Corr •. by Uncorr. 

b 

Corr. 

/ 

by 
Eq. (5--41) Eq.· (5-41) Eq •. (5-'-41) 

0.5 0.,8 ... 0.3 2.0 - o.4 

0.875 ·2.9 0.2 

1.0 2.9 - 0.4 7·6 - 0.7 
1.75 9·9 0 .• 6 

2.0 9.6 1 .• 4 23.8 -·o.4 

.3.5 24.4 4.0 

4-o 23·7 .2o9 54.6 - 0.7 

From this table the formula to correct.error due to coarse mesh, 

· Eq.· (5-41),. can be considered quite satisfactory. ·Deviation for the 

corrected.cases for a very coarse mesh in.case a,.;.l and case b is considered 

to be due t.0 the inadequacy of the uniform source .as.sumption becaus.e this 

deviation does. not appear in case a-2. "·The fact that the correction by 

Eq.- (5-41) is quite accurate in case a-2 is explained by the lack oi' the 

epithermal contributio)J: to the worth in this case, in addition to· the 

above fact. Epithermal neutron.absorption is overestimated only by a few 

.per Cent-even in the coarsest mesh size and correction is. unnecessary in 

. this group. 
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It is now possible. to apply a correction to account for a uniformly 

coarse mesh outside an absorber. It is necessary in some cases, however, to 

adopt a transient mesh size region next to an absorber. This is examined 

below. 

At first, the neutron current into an absorber in the arrangement 

shown in Fig. 5-6 will be calculated. J=O -<~ 

Using eqs. (5-29), (5-31) and (5-33) and 

imposing flux and current continuity 

at· ·two interfaces_, the neutron current 

into the absorber can be expressed, after 

some algebra and re-arrangements, 

J 

If media 2 and 3 are assumed the same, 

J ::: 

If the thickness of region 3 is thin enough, 

:~{l/ 
I .· 
1 . .' ,/ 

' / ,. I/ / 

.··. 

'3' 

~bl .-;4;,<;.-< -b3 -·?!< ' .. b2/2 

Fig. 5-6 

eq. (5-43) approaches eq. 

J~O 

I 
I 

I 
0 

I 
>I 

(5-42) 

(5-37). 

If the thickness of region 3 is thick enough, ·J approaches s2E1F
3
/(E1+F

3
), which 

is the special ca.se of eq. (5-37), b2-roo, and the mesh size of region 2, 

naturally, does notaffect the neutron current. In the intermediate thickness 

the neutron current is a function of the transient region thickness as well as 

mP.sh stzP.. We denotP. th:i. s by ,J( G), where G is coth ( k
3

b
3

). 

l+lE2(G-l)/(F
3

+E2 )] 
· J{G)/J(l) ::: 

l+[F3 (E1+E2 )(G-'l)/(F3+E1)(~3+E2 )] 
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Sin(!e botho
1 

and o
2 

are smaller than (G-l),.J(G)/J(l). can b~ expanded to 

· ·• 1 + . o1 - o2 , if ( G - 1) << 1. This expansion gives the following .expression 

.for the relative error in the neutron current. 

(5 -45) 

·. If the thickness of region . 2 is thick enough, E
2 

in eq.. ( 5-45). can be 

replaced by ~2 . The corresponding quantity without.a transient region is 1 

·· · .. derived .from. eq. (5-33). 

(5-46) 

:Comparing these equations, the error is found to be reduced approximately 

by the factor of ~. 

~ = 

. ~·.approaches ~' ·when the mesh. size in the trar;1sient. region is very fine. 

The error.reduction.factor.by transient.region, ~,·is mainly determined by 

.. G. which .is given in Table 5-3 for various. mesh .sizes and numbers. 

TJ\BLE .5 •'3 

.. Table 'of G~Factors 

Number of h/L . '0.25 0.50 0.75 .·1.0 
meshes 

1 4.093 2.183 ],,600 1,. 342 

2 2.169 1.320 1.112 1.044 

3 1.577 . :1.108 1.025 . 1.006 

4 1.315 1.039 1.006 1.001 

5 .1.180 1.014 1.001 1.000 

... :. 
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·The G factor is mainly deterrnined.by region thickness although it depends 

slightly on the mesh size. From these results, it can be concluded that the 

error .is reduced by the factor. of R.P 6 by the use of a fine mesh region 1 

. migration length thick and by the factor of"" 20 by use of a fine mesh region 

L5 migration lengths thick. ·If the thickness of a transient region is. fixed, 

the reduction of error dUe to coarse mesh in the region 2 becomes more 

effective when the mesh.size in the transient region becomes coarser. In the 

practical problem it is recommended to adopt, if it is necessary, at least 1 

migration thickness for a transient region next to the absorber and to apply 

the correction corresponding to the mesh .size in this region. The above 

process helps to simplify the method in the practical problem without much 

error althOugh it is possible to apply a more exact correction using eq. (5-43), 
when it is necessary. 

-D. DISCRETE REPRESENTATION 

.. A Discrete representation, . so-called, was developed and applied to the 

analysis of the rod cluster critical exPeriments. The method derives its 

title from the fact that the individual lattice unit cells which contain the 

absorber elements are discretely represented in the PDQ radial plant 

description of the critical assembly. 

The starting point for this method of representation is the same as for 

all methods described in this report: the four group current-to-flux boundary 

.conditions described in Section III. A set of group diffusion constants, 

approp:datt= to these d,iscretely represented unit cells and corresponding to a 

_properly weighted homogenization of the absorber, water and steel, is 

developed according to the following procedure. A cylindrical AIM:-5 few group 

diffusion calculation is set up in which the origin of the difference.equation 

mesh is specified to be at the radial position of the (clad) absorber surface. 

Recall that actual thimble· thickness is added to clad, and void is ignored. 

The appropria.te ·boundary conditions in all groups are applied at this position. 

The water occupying the absorber unit cell is described as an annular region 

about the origin. The balance, of the mesh, approximately 6 em., is filled with 

appropriate homogenized fuel constants; a zero current boundary is applied 

o.t the end of the mesh. Tht= mt=~;;h is quite fine and conventional_ thermal 
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group constants are used throughout. 

The transformations involving homogenization, conversion to rectilinear 

geometry and thermal model are accomplished by means of a PDQ set-up which 

is made analogous to that of the AIM-5 by means of a simple device. The 

zero current outer boundary. of the AIM is approximated by the declaration 

of a properly indented ~rod region" in one corner of the square PDQ mesh; 

these '"rod regions" in PDQ are specified only by current-to-flux ratio 

boundary conditions in each group;. by specifying such ratios to be very 

small) a zero current boundary is established in the PDQ mesh .. the average 

position of which is identical to that of the AIM· - see Fig. 5-7. ·This 

figure also shows the absorber unit cell representation at the center of 

physical symmetry of the PDQ mesh. Simple volume averaged fluxes from the 

AIM are Used to g~nerate the group constants for the three fast groups in 

-the ·PDQ. 

[ai 

rod n~O HO 1!20] 
ell surface 2Tr·R + "i"i V 2 Eai 

E i 
= 

~~0 H20 · ai rod 
cl>i (V +V ) 

The fourth group macroscopic absorption .is adjusted until the eigen

value of the PDQ matches that. of the AIM. Mixed Number Density ·thermal 

group constants are used for thefuel representation in the PDQ. The PDQ · 

mesh is tapered to-ward the absorber.unit cell, that is1 the mesh is 

progressively finer with increasing proximity to the unit cell. 

Similar.pains are taken with the PDQ mesh .description of the actual 

absorber c.onfigurations so as to avoid the characteristic .and unpredictable 

worth overestimate associated with coarseness of mesh in the ~cinity of 

a strong neutron sink. If' a given mesh is to correspond to a critical 
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Fig. 5-7 Comparison Of AIM-5 and PDQ \Cell Outer Boundaries 
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assembly containing a uniform array of· absorbers, the tapered mesh used in 

the vicinity of each absorber is the same as that used in the PDQ cell 

described above; if the mesh is to.describe a.cluster, a constant mesh spacing 

equal to one-fourth of the side of a unit .cell is used Within the area cir

cumscribed by the cluster elements whereas the usual mesh tapering is described 

around the-cluster as a whole. 

E. !!!,BRID REPRESENTATION 

The results of the comparison of the methods of representation described 

above With experimental determinations of worth are described in the next 

aeC'I~ion. The analysis of these results led to the conclusion that the most 

accurate method of representation for use in actual design woUld be based on 

a synthesis of the Shell_ and a type of Discrete method- thus the designation 

Hybrid. 

As in the Discrete method, homogenized absorber unit cell group constants 

are developed through a correspondence between ATh1 and PDQ cells. A modifi

cation is that use of the conventional thermal model is retained in the PDQ. 

·The next stage of the calculation involves a representation in a PDQ cell of 

the particular cluster configura.tion. The fine ·mesh described above in the 

discuss+on of the discrete represen~tion of a cluster is used. At least 

6 cm.-:.·of· fuel is . placed between the cluster and the zero current mesh boundaries. 

Conventional fuel· region constaa·ts are utilized. ·A cell of identical area 

with a shell description for the cluster is also set up; the fuel constants in 

this eel~ reflect the Mixed Number Density model; there is one mesh across·thP. 

width of the shell and the mesh in the fuel is coarse enough .so that an 

actual core description based on cyclic use of this cell mesh woUld not-exceed 

the mesh capacity of the particular version of PDQ to be used in' the actual 

design problem •. Unlike the straight shell representation d~scribed'above, 

removal cross sections are included within this shell. If for any reason the 

mesh in the actual design run has to be altered, the methods outlined-in 

part-e abo-ve may be used to adjust the thermal shell representation. ·This 

method is also adaptable to use of.a discrete coarse-mesh description for the 

cluster in the overall reactor PDQ. In this case_, a coarse mesh cell with 
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·MND constants is normalized to the· usual fine-mesh cell by adjustment.of the 

absorber region· cross sections •. These adjusted parametersare then utilized 

. in the PDQ for use in·describing the reactor as a whole. 
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Vt. WORTH COMPARISONS· BETWEEN ANALYSIS AND EXPERJJ.1El'iiT 

_This section:will include a discussion .of' the results of' applying the 

various methods of' absorber representation described in the preceding ·section 

. to tb.e analysis of' a variety of Critical experiments. ·Part A of this 

section, ho:w·ever,. consists of an expianation to the reader of what. is 

measured and the specific forms de·rived from analysis which correspond to 

these experimentally measured quantities. The discussion in this. first part 

should be of' interest to those engaged in the analysis of' worth substitution 

.. experiments of' any kind. 

A. ·DERIVATIONS OF EXPRESSIONS FOR RELATIVE ERROR 

The particular experimental meas-urements discussed in this report 

con·sist basically of' partial moderator height determinations, ·i.e., over-all 
r 

leakage is traded off against insertion of-volumetrically discrete parasitic 

absorptiop .• ·The discussion which follows, however, coUld be applied just as 

validly to any sort of experimental worth determination involving substitution 

·techniques suc'has moderator· poiso:a insertion with .control rod withdrawal, 

.poison-Withdrawal. of any sort with increase of moderator temperature, etc. 

· 1. ANAIJYTIC COUNTERPARTS ·OF· THE INTEGRAL EXPERIMENTAL WOR'l'HS .. 

The experimentaily determined quantity, absorber worth, is expressed 

henceforth as 4:>EXP" ··.Between the core heights-,. ~ a!ld H2, it is defined by 

the following equation: 

~ = jH2 . op dH 
·EXP -H. aH 

1 

(6--1) 

.The values 6f' ,~·at different water hetghts are approximated b! values of' 

~,obtained with the aid of' an .analog cbmputer as described in reference (1), 

.the report companion to this which summarizes the experimental work. This 

variation of' ·ii with water height, H, has been well approximated by the 

functi()n (aH+b)-3 where a and b are fitted constants. The experimental 

expressions are: 

· · -~ :. - (O.ll2H + LOo)-3 -~I c:ru .ro:r: 3.7% 2.9/1 wju 

SS·Clad 
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dp 
·aH · = 

3.6k (O.l064H + 2.132)- k /em for ·2.7% 2.9/1 wju 
SS Clad 

- These expressiOns for ~- are derived maintaining the reactor close 

to critical at all heights. An excessively supercritical condition is 

avoided by adjusting pOison content and/or leakage of the core. It is 

possible to simulate this experimental procedure with analysis. For 

instance, a poison cross section coUld be introduced into a calculation at 

some core height forcing criticality; the core height could then be slightly 

_-incre~sed; the resulting eigenvalue difference could be translated to a .6p; 

-the core height could then be increased,.poison added, etc. 

-we sball relate experiment .to the eigenvalues derived from analysis by 

discussing in detail the analytic analog of the step-"'by-step experimental 

procedure; the process wiil then be reduced to the differential limit and 

simple iogarithmic eigenvalue relationships will be derived with which and 

only with which .6pEXP can be validly compared. 

Reactivity is defined by the following equation: 

(6-2) 

where keff is the criticality factor. We shall denote the keff of the 

clean reactor as A(H) where A is the eigenvalue corresponding to H; further, 

let A(H1 ) be denoted by Aland A(E2) by ~· Therefore, the reactivity 

difference between clean cores with -different water heights is 

A -1 A -1 
6p. '2 1 --
~ 

-
~ = (6-3) 

_!F6:r. the sake of emphasis, we shall repeat that the experimeJ.?.tal 

determination of a set of :i values is always carried out near criticality. 

· This is achieved by poisoning the core sufficiently at each successively 

great.er water height,.- at which a "bump", AH, in the water height is to occur. 



The effect of this poison on the criticality factors involved in the "btimp" 

is a multiplicative one, L e., if A. is reduced 
. . . n 

1 by the factor 1\ , then 
n 

A.~+l is also reduced by the same factor. Thus, in general, the experimental 

quantity measured, ~n' is 

1 l 
X-

A 
6pn ::: 

"n+l x X - An 
n n ' = 

(A . /A ) -1 
n+l n = 

A. -A. n+l n (6-4) 

"n+l 

where A. 
1 

andA. are the multiplication factors for the clean core at the n+ n 
two water heights corresponding to the measurement. Table 6-1 compares 

4l , the quantity actually measured, with 4:>, the quantity that would be 
n 

measured if there were no step-wise return to criticality. t..
1 

is set equal 

to unity. 

TABLE 6-1 

Eigenvalue Analogs of Step-Wise Experimental Measurements 

Step n Lower Height of.Step 6pn 6p 

1 H 
J\ -1 " -1 2 2 

~ "2 

"3 -)1.2 . . "3 -)1.2 

A3 "3 "2 
2 H+~ 

~4-)1.3 )1.4-A. 
~ 

"·4 "4 "3 
3 H+2~ 

Now if a sequence of measurements i·s made,: 
. ' 

(6-5) 
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.· 

whe~e A is understood to· b.e· the higher -vaiue of the pair in the interval n. 

·In· the limit,. however, this ·distinction is not essential and 

= 6p cal 

where ":B. is the eigenvalue corresponding to the clean core description 

with the absorber-in critical axial buckling as input and AA is the 

eigenvaiue corresponding to. the clean core description with the clean 

.critical axial buckling as input. Thus, .en ~- is an analytic form with 
. I~ 

which 6pEXP' can be compared. 

( 6-6) 

In this.same differential limit, however, one can invert the sequential 

process of' bumping, . and pOisoning. :back to· criticality. One could consider 

that reactivity differences are taken between config-arations which differ 

only by the addftion to one of them of differential amounts of pOison; 

criticality is then restored by a change in leakage which is multiplicative 

on·the pair of. eigenvalues inv.olved in the ne_x;t.differentiai sequence,-etc. 

Thus, instead .of the parameter being:i:;he· clean core description: and the 

variable being leakage, the parameter is ieakage and the variable is the 

poison representation in the core, so that 

6pcal 
dA -y; = J"n dA 

·--:;:: = 

where fn is the calculated eigenvalue for the clean just critical core 

(6-7) 

and "c is the eigenvalue for the absorber-in core, the axiai buckiing input 

to both cases being identicaliy that for the clean core. 

With 11perfect" analysis, of course, the RHS of eq. 6-6 would always 

equai the RHS of eq. 6-7. In this report, however, the analytic form 

constituted by the RHS of eq. 6-7 has been chosen for· the comparison with 

~EXP. ·There are two reasons for this choice, one of which should be 
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quite obvious: 

. (1) ,'J'he comparison of the eigenvalue ratio in eq. 6-7 with the corresponding 

experimental quantity affords a direct test of the accuracy of the analytic 

absorber representation. 

· (2) The RHS of eq. 6-6 specifically consists of the ratio of eigenvalues 

derived from analysis which are identical in that they correspond to the 

same configu:cation in the radial :Plane - that of a clean core. The 

eigenvalues ·differ-because of the differing axial bucklings imposed on these 

two problems: one buckling reflects the height measured for the absorber

in core, the other corresponds to the actual clean core height. Since the 

latter height is rather small,-the eigenvalue ultimately calculated is 

extraordinarily sensitive to the reflector savings associated with this 

height in the determination of the axial buckling.· It is more appropriate 

to reserve a discussion of this aspect of criticality analysis involving the 

determination'of axial reflector savings as a function of moderator height 

.to a future report.which.will be concerned only with the analysis of clean 

cores; the introduction of such a necessarily lengthy-discussion into this 

report would be irrelevant • 

. Simply from a qualitative point. of view, one could note two important 

* properties shared by our definition and ~EXP; ·these are additiveness and 

uniqueness. The quantities £n(r...
3

/r...2) and £n(7\2/'1_) add perfectly to £n(r...
3
/"-l) 

just as ~EXP' in.the corresponding height ranges, no matter what their 

* An explicit illustration of the additive property: ·If these heights are 
measured, ·H1 , :82 and H3, corresponding to the clean.configuration; a poisoned 
configuration and the accreted. poison configuration, then 

.6pEXP (IS_~H3) = .6pEXP(Hl ~ ~) + .6pEXP (~ ~ ~3) 
Definition 6.-7 is additive: 

.£n ."-3 :::. .£n ~3- + £n "-_2. 

"-1 "2 "-1 
:Oefinition 6~11 :i.s additive to an accuracy of a term in ti:-)2 : 

"-2="-1 
( "-2 + r...Jl 2 

+ 
(7\J+"-f)/2 

r+ ( "3-"2 )( "2-"1 ) 
2"-2(7\3+7\1) 

2(7\ -7\ ) 3 . 1 
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magnitude)· is simply additive. ·The logarithmic ratio is as unique as the 

experimental quantity, a property-notable by.its apsence in other fonns 

which one might . adopt for compari.son. of analysis with experiment. · Tb.i s · 

negative aspect of.certain,.other definitions for analytic equivalents to 

f¥,EXP will be ·discussed below.. F6-r the present,. we sha.Jl· simply_ point out 

.that any. analytic form resembling eq •. 6--7 is in error if it is dependent 

on the single axial buckling input identically to the clean and.absorber"'-in 

.cases. There is po physical reason for choosing the axial buckling associated 

.either with the clean or the absorber-in case as the common input. for the 

. pair of calcUlations; nl.l!llerical calculations verify. th:l,.s independence: . a 

worth determination .equivalent to more than 6% in f¥,.cal changes by.· only 2 

parts in 600 with the substitution of absorber-in buckling fOr clean axial 

buckling. This result could also be deduced from the similarity in treat

ment afforded buckling and poison by the diffusion.equations and the multi

-plicative nature of such simultaneous modifications. 

One· analytic fOrm with.which f¥,EXP might be· compared is. simply the 

expression for .6p applied to the endp0ints of. the stepwise prOcess: 

1 This is equivalent to~ 

] 
Equation 6-8 Or its equivalent in. 6--9 is perfectly additive; these forms, 

(6-8) 

\ 
(6-'-9) 

. however, . are not. unique. ·As shown ab0ve both theoretically and by means of 

the resuits o.f a numerical calcUlation,- -~ is quite constant independent 
D 

-Of the single buckling value input to bOth calculations. But the eigenval1:1es 

themselves certainly are not; therefore, .as .shO'Wl'l in 6-9,.this analytic 

form can arbitrarily differ in magilitude by as. much as the eigenvalue w0uld 

.differ with inp-ut either of the clean.core critical axial buc~ing or the 

ab sorber"'"in Core cri t:i.cal axial buckling. 
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Other analytic :forms that might ·be ·us.ed to· compare with -~EXP ·are 

or ('n - "Ac)/'JJ (6-10) 

Since these forms are a function Of the eigenvalue ratios only,- the uniqueness 

·-requirement is fulfilled. They are additive, hOwever, only if terms in 
t:::A T are ignored. 

One final analytic form is 

. 'D-"c 
(~+Ac)/2 

(6-ll) 

. :This also is unique; furthermore it is additive if terms in ·(f')2 are ignored. 

·Thif3 form.can·be shown to be an excellent approximation to 6-7; the latter, 

nowever, bas a more exact theoretical basis and is used to compare with the 

bulk of the experimental measurements iii the next part of this section. 

·Table-6-2A in part B-of this section contains a listing·of 6pEXP for 

configurations analyzed by means of integral worth comparisons. The 

" significant quantity in this tabulation is the·Relative Error: 

. Relative Error = RE = ( L¥> cal - L¥>_EXP) / b.pEXP 

·where 6p cal is the analytic form defined by eq. 6-7 0 

( 6-12) . 

. 2 o .THE ERROR DERIVED USING EXPERJNENTALLY MEASURED CRITICAL WATER HEIGHTS 

.Corresponding to the measurements on a given configuration of absorbers;· 

. there are output to· the analysts twoitems of information which can be used 

in virtually distinct evaluations. of the accuracy of a given analytic 

absorber representation; one item is .6pEXP and the.analytic correlation with 

this bas been -de.scribed above; the other item is the critical water height 

measured for the· absorber-in configuration. ·This height,. together with the 

eigenvalue. calculated for a criti.cal clean loading which is fully inundated,. 

are the· only essentials required for a direct evaluation Of the Relative 

Error as it can be shown that 

RE = tn ('AA/"'E) jt::,pEXP (6-13) 
·····,··'l"'f; 
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where ~ is the' eigenvalue corresponding to the absorber-in. cOre desc·ripticn 

· .wi.tb, the absorber-in critical axial buckling as input. 

For if L{:JEXP is approximated by eq. 6-6, then from 6-12, 

RE 
_£n("u/f..c) ~- £n(~/"AA) 

~n(f..B/"AA) 

£n( An/f..c • "A A/"\) 

£n("\/"AA) 
(6-14) 

. Recall that 'AA is the eigenvalue· corresponding to: the clean core description 

with the cl,ean core critical axial buc·kling as input and '\. is the eigenvalue 

corresponding to the clean core descriptiOn with the abs.orber-in core critical 

, axial buckling as :i.nput. 

The ratio 'r/"c is insensitive to axial buckling, so that Au/)...c =.= 'EI~· 
·Therefore equation 6-14 reduces to equation 6-13. ·Inasmuch as we are concerned 

with the relative representation.Of control rods rather than with calculation 

of low water height cores in which the axial reflector savings employed is an 

Unusually critical parameter,.the eigenvalue obtained for a fully inundated clean 
' critical configuration is used :i.n place of "AA. The critical height :with 

absorbers in the core is sufficiently great that the selection of reflec~or 

savings is like-vd,.se not crucial. 

Tables 6..;2B-in part B of this section contains a listing of RE values 

· for configurations analyzed in the basis of such absorber-in critical eigenvalue 

correlations . 

. We would ask the reader to note)· in this expression for Re;Lative Error, 

· the insens:i.tivi ty to. the denominator). 6pEXP; wer.e .6oEXP to have a 20% 

. uncertainty and if the RE calculated with the nominal value were to equal 5% 

(or lr{o), a recalculation of RE :with the :4:>EXP reduced by 20% would result in a 

6.3% (or 1.3%) value. This insensitivity to the accilracy of 6pEXP indicates 

an: approo.ch whereby analysis can.evaluate the accuracy of the·expressions used 

.to obtain LlpEXP. ·This evaluation is made later in the.report. 

At the time this report is being written, ap experimental expression for 

. the variation of -~-in ·un:its of ·t /em. as a function of just critical water 
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height in the lattice of zirconium clad fuel is not available. NOting the 

insensitivity, however, of 6""13 to ,6pEXP' it.can be seen that it is quite 

justifiable to substitute for this quantity the £n(~/AA) which is the RHS 

. O:f Eq. · 6-6.. ·The uncertainties in either ,6pEXP or £n("-E/AA) (due to reflector 

savings uncertainty) are) of course, far less than the 20% in !:4k/k 

considered above. 

B. COMPARISON BETWEEN ANAJ.~YTIC AND EXJ:>ERIMENTAL WORTHS 

Experiments analyzed in this report were conducted in three lattice types. 

·TWo involved steel clad fuel elements, approximately 300 mils in diameter·which 

.differed only in enrichment. One enrichment was 2.7% and the other was 3.7%. 

Appendix II of reference(l7) ,provides a detailed physical description of these 

fuel rods .• ·The lattice in which these rods were used was square with a 0.493" 

:Pitch. ,.The water to equivalent-uranium metal ratio, (W/U), in this lattice was 

2. 9/1. The third lattice type was composed of zircaloy clad fuel rods which 

were apprOximately 4oo mils :l..n diameter and 2. '7% enriched; Appendix C provides 

a detailed physical description Of these elements. This fuel was employed in 

·a square lattice with a o.6li pitch; vl/U was also 2.9/1. 

· Table 6-2 summarizes the comparison between analysis and experiment in 

the determination of worth. The symbols in the column marked "cluster 

positions in the core" are schematically illustrated in Fig. C...;.l of Appendix C. 

·Any slight differences in. worths and heights between values quoted in Table 6-2 

for identical configurations are to be attributed to the fact that the critical 

heights were not qUite identical when some configurations were re-measured • 

. 1. Shell and HomQ_~neous Representations 

.The eigenvalues for the clean cores and the absorber~in cores using the 

Shell or Hamogeneous representations ·were obtained by either one or two dimen

sional critical calculations fixing the axial buckling to the value for the 

clean core.. T.he calGulated control worths are then derived by Eq. (6-.7). 

These analytic worths and their associated Relative Errors are shown in columns 

(.A), (B), (C) and (D) of 'I'able 6~2A. ·Two points, however, should be considered 

before discussing the worth comparison. These are the clad correction and the 

interference effect betwee;n cylindrical absorbers in a cluster. 
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Total Absorber Clad 
Fuel Rods Diameter Thickness 

(in) 

3920 .260 
3920 .260 
39H .330 
3920 -330 
3920 .330 
3920 .330 
3')20 .330 
3920 .330 
3944 .!.:.03 

3701 .260 
}:.o-
~ ,• .260 

310~· .403 
3'701 .403 
:.11::9- .403 
32r . 330 
3233 . 330 
1G93 .330 

13',"2 .330 
1272 .330 
.. c ....... 
.L;<= .330 
1·'::'2 .330 
13·:·2 .330 
2032 .260 
2032 .403 
220·:'. .260 
22oe ·330 
220f· .4o3 

2221 .200 
2221 .2'.So 
2221 .2".l0 
.2221 .330 
2221 .330 
2221 . 330 
2217 .330 
22•)9 .330 
2209 .330 
2209 .330 
2209 .330 
2209 .330 
2209 .330 
2185 .330 
2185 . 330 

x'I'wo 12 Rod Clusters 
\l'i'O'.t:r 12 ~'Jd (:l:.lsters 

(:i.n) 

o.o 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.04 
0.04 
o.o6 
0.0 

0.01 
. 0.01 

0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.0 
0.0 . 
0.6 

. o.o 
o;o. 
0.02 
0.04 
o.o6 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
o.o 

0.01. 
0.01 
0.01 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

Table 6-2A 

Number Cluster Critical 
of Positions Tieight 

Absorbers in the Core ( C1!! )' 

49 72.39+ 
49 71.33 
25 74.26 
49 88.77 
49 87.70 
49 go.o6 
49 89.03 
49 90.87 
25 . 87.76 

20 71.62 
24 77.46 
;t.6 79.54 
20 91.87 

. 24 105.15 
12 Al 75.45 
·r6 Al 88.19 
28 Al 76.58 

23 97.61 
23 98.01 
23 99.35 
23 100.09 
23 101.43 
25 61.21 
25 84.89 
25 55.61 
25 62.42 
25 72.50+ 

12 Al 52.56 
12 A2 47.45 
12 A3 4:1.90 
12 Al 55.41 
12 A2 48.55 
12 A3 44.27 
16 AI 62.71 
24x Bl 68.47 
24X B2 64,56 
24X Bj 60.90 
24X Cl 77.77 
24X C2 75.49 
24X C3 56.23 
488 D2 53.61 
1,8a D2 57·00 

Identification of Experiments and Integral Worth 

(A) (B) ·(c) (D) 
2' 

·D.;J x102 .RExl02 . llo xl02 . RExl02 /:,;) xlO . exp cal Shell ca.l Homogenization -Shell Homogenization 

2. 7 w[o Uni!'orm Array 

4.27 4.05 -5.2 
4.16 
4.46 4.19 -6.1 

-5.62 5.29 -5.9 
5.55 
5· 70 5.41 -5.1 
5.64 
5. 76 -- 5.44 -5.6 
5.56 5.20 -6.5 

2.7 w/o CluGter Arra'l_ 

3.6'( 3.62 -1.4 
4.25 4.17· -1.9 
4.43 4.27 -3.6 
5.30 5.01 -5.5 
5.96 5.65 -5: •. 2 
·2.90 2.70 ·. -4.1 
3.91 3.71 -5.1 
4.17 3.94 -5.5 

· 3. 7 w[o Uniform Arra;r 

4.77 4.58 .-4.0 
4.'(9 
4.85 4.65 -4.1· 
4.88 4.69 -3.9 
4.95 -- 4.72 "4.7 
3.67 3.51 -4.4 
6.14 5· 78 -5.9 
3.68 3.43 -6.8 
4.83 4.52 -6.4 
6.07 5.66 -6.8 

3.7 w[o Cluster Arra'l_ 

3.05 3.o6 0.3 2.94 -3.6 
l. 78 l. 79 0.6 
0.71 0.71 0.0 
3.64 3.58 -l.'i' 3.48 ... lj .I~ 

2.08 2.02 -2.9 
o.n3 0.80 -3.6 
4.87 4.83 -0.8 4.54 -6.8 
5.62 5·53 -1.6 5.54 -1.4 
5.13 5.04 -1.8 5.04 -1.7 
4.60 4.53 -l.5 4.54 . ·-l. 3 
6.56 6.34 -3.4 
6.36 6.13 -3.6 . 
:;.80 3.65 -4.0. 
3.27 3.26 -0.3 
3.94 3.74 -5.1 

,.":.':~is ::>::!:1~:-.t is coincident w1 th the top of luci te spacer plate; small error thus introduced into measurement 
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Comparisons 

·(E) . ·{F) (G) 
. 2 ~02 ·nefinitive·'f,.RE 

4>Calx.lO Discrete Uniform RE from Discrete 
Discrete r, clad = O.l. Cluster RE from F.ybrid . 
5 clad - 0.7 5 clad 0.84. 

·--
4:19 0.7 0.7 --
5.64 1.6 1.6 

5.95 5.5 1.5 
6.02. 4.5 -1.5 --
3.85 4.9 '0.2 
4.50 5.9 1.2 
4.69 5;9 1.2 
5.48 3.4 -1.3 
6.10 2.4 -1.3 
3.01 3.8 0.1 
4.01 2.6 -1.~ 
4.27 2.4 -'1.3 

4.84 l.O 1.0 

5.18 4.7 -1.4 

3.64 -l.l -1.1 

6.29 3.6 -3.6 

3.15 3.3 '1.4 

3.70 l.7 0 .. 8 

5.03 3.3 2.4 

, __ 



.. 
Table 6-2B Identification of Experi.ments and Relative Errors Based on Cri ti.ca.l Eigenvalues 

(A) (B) .. (c) 

.Total Absorber, . Clad . >Number. or· Cluster Critfcal. \: AA A . * . Dei"ini ti ve ;,· roi ~HE: 1» RE. . ··:A· 4;Jexp xlif Fuel Rods Diameter Ti:dckriess Absorbers.· 1'os1 t10n.s. Height· ·ln(-) Uniform RE from·. D:iserete · HamogenizaU~ : Shell 
(in)· (in) · 1n the core'· · . (em) \; Cluster RE fr6m Hybrid 

8 clad = 0.84 

2. I wLo Uai:form Array_ 

3920 .260 0.0 49 71.33 . 1.0034 1.0037 .0003 4.16 +0.7 
3920 ·.330 . o·~o 49 87.70 1~0021. 1.-0037 .0015. 5.55 +2.7 
3920 ·330 0.04 ·49. 89.03 ·9999 1.0037 .0038 5.64 +2.7 
3920. .330 o.o6 49 90.~ 1.0003 ·1.0037. .0034 5.76 -0.1 ·- -4.2 

2.I wLo Cluster Array_ 
3701 .260 0;01 20 71.62 1.0015 1.0037 .0022 3.67 +1.3 -0.3 
3697 .260 0.01 24 77.46 1.0004 1.0037 .0033 4.25 +3.1 0.0 
3705 .4o3-- 0.01 . 16 79-54 1.0001 1.0037 .0035 4.43 +3.2 -1.6 
37Cl .403 o.o1·: 20. 91.87 1.0003 1.0037 .0034 5.30 +1·1 -2.5 
3697 .4o3 0.91 24 105.15 1.0000 1.0037 .0036 5.96 +1.4. -2.5 
3237 .. 330 0~0. 12 Al 75.45 1.0019 1.0037 .0017 2.90 +2.3 -1.9 
3233 -330. 0~0·. 16 Al 88.19 1.0010 1.0037 .0027 3.91 +3.2 . -o.8 
3693 ;330 O.Q 28 Al 76.58 1.0019 1.0037 .0018 4.17 +0.6 -3.6 

~-7 wLo Uniform Array_ 
. . .· ... 

. -.9994 1872 330 . , .· .. o.o. 23 98.01 1:.0019 .0025 4.79 +5~2 
1872 : 330<· _:_ ·.-: :- .: ·o.o6- .. · 23 101.43. .9975 1.0019 .0043 4.95 +2.7 -.6 --.. · 
2208 .260 ... · .. _. .. ·_-;0.6 25 55.61 1.0019 1.0019 0.0 3.68 +0.0 -5.7 
c208 .4o3· '::) · .. ::. '0~0 25 72.50 .9986 1.0019 .0033 6.07 +5.4 -5.0 

-~·1 ~Lo Cluster Array_ 
2~21 .260 0.01. 12 Al 52.56 1.0004 1.0019 .0015 3.05 +3.0 -2.0 +1.9 
?2?1 -330 o.o 12 AI 55.41 1.0009 1.0019 .0010 3.G4- +1.0 -j.4 ·,-<).1 
2217 ·330 0.0 16 Al 62.71 1.0000 1.0019 .ocn8 4.87 +2.8 -6.4 -o.4 

, . ...... ·. 

Zr·Clad-2.J wLo ~form ~y 
936 .. 403 0.0 25 -- 92.1-5 .9918 ·-9914 -.000.4 9.20 -0.4 -6.0 

Zr Clad 2. I w L o Cluster Arra;t 

945 .4o3 0.0 16 89.75 .9889· : .9914 .oo24- 9.10 +2.6 

*' m... 6-6 used 1n place of 6p i"f1r 2 Zr cases ~ . ' exp 
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a) .·Clad Correction 

. An. empirical f'actor, 5, . has been included in the correction f'ormula 

f'or the clad ef'f'ect of' eqs. ( 3-59) .and ( 3 ... 68): 

· ~:1: = ~i + [ 1!. (l-~i l + >=ss " (l-~i l2
] 6 

~e adoption of' an empirical f'actor.in this f'ormuia ~s due to the f'act 

.that.the clad correction without this f'actor overpredicted the clad 

·ef'f'ect in previous analyses of' crucif'orm arrays of' cylindrical absorbers. 

"This is also true in the analysis of' the present cluster experiments. 

Examples of' the ef'f'ect.of' t)le empirical f'actor are show;n in Table 6-3 

where the calculated rod worths with and without the empirical f'actor, 

5 = 0.7, are compared with the experimental values. 

Abs. 
·'Dia. 
·_{_in)_ 

0.330 
n: 

II' 

·TABLE 6-3 
Gompariso;n of' Calculated and Experimental Rod worths 

(Unif'orm arrays, 2.7%, 2.9/1 W/U) 

5 = 0.7 

'bpca;-·Clad NO. of' No. o.f' Critical l¥lE;xp ;RE' 

Thick. Abs. Total Height 
x102 x102 x102 

~inl_ Rods. (em~ 

0 49 3969 88-.·n 5.62 5.29 -5·9 
0.04 II ll 90.06 50 70 .5.41 -5.1 
0-.06 II 11 90.87 50 76 5-.44 -5.6 

5 "= 
A. 

'4:>cal 

x102 

5.29 
4-.95 
4.70 

l.O 
RE"" 

X 102 

--5·9 
-13.2 
.:..r8.4 

The ef'f'ect .of' the empirical f'actor is clear f'rom Table 6-3, altho'ugh the· 

reason .-why this f'actor is necessary is no·l; understood at present. ·However, 

-it. is the only empirical f'actor· introduced iptO the.analysis. A dif'f'erent 

.. numerical value is used f'or 5 in the other methOds of' representation; thl,s 
• 

is discussed later. 
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bl Interference Effect 

.In the representation . of a . cluster by, either. the Sh,ell or Homogeneous 

methods Of representation,.· the thermal group int~rference term;· M4, :i,s 

underestimated due to the· ass'Ulllptiop:,.described .in Section III; in which 

the homogenized fuel is assl.lmed to o~cupy all space between ('clad} 

.absorbers. M4 involved zero order modified Bessel functions of the 

second kind whose several arg'Ulllents consist_of thermal mean .free paths 
dn) between elements in an .array, L e., K

0
. (L

4
. where dn .corresponds to the 

spacing between elements of a cluster and L4 is the thermal diffusion 

length. This function decreases rapidly.with increasing argument. 

Accordingly;.erroneous·determination O:f the thermal-diffusion length has 

little effect .. on .the worth ca],culations for uniform arrays in which the 

physical spacing :i,s qUite larg~ .. In .cl.usters, however,-the spacing is 

much, reduced; the d correspond:i,ng·to.nearest neighbors largely n . .. . 
. determine.s M4• Accordingly,.· use .of ·tb,e thermal. diffusion length corres-

·ponding; to the hon;tpgenized fuel iti the argUmept. of the Bessel functi.Qn . ·..,_. 

·is erroneous because a varying but large fraction.of the cluster element 

spacing;,. d; corresponds to the water which occupies the·balance of the 

'Unit cell containing the absorper ~· The table below compares magnitudes 

?!{the thermal diffusion length of the .three fuel types and water. 

Wate::r 

Table 6--4 Conventional -Thermal 'Model Diffusion ·Lengths (em.) 

_~.7% 'SS Clad 

.1.46 

. 3. 79%' SS c;Lad 

1.33 

2.7% Zr Clad 

1.59 

-Experimental worths were req1..1,ested and ..obtained for clusters, 

.which have different .amounts of thermal interference,. in order to.check 

this point. The clusters measured were 12, . 16 and 28 element ch~sters 

in a .2.7%,1 ·SS clad lattice. Tb,e comparison.of experimental results 

with the calculated, in. which M4 ~nd ·1. 7 J-1.4. (arbitrarily increa.sed) .are 

used for the . thermal inter:fer~nce terma,.; ·. ::±8: ·shown ·;in. Table 6-5 •. 
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Table 6-5 Comparison of Calculated and Experimental W6rths 
' 

M4 1.7 M4 I 

Abs. Clad No· .. of -No. of Critical bpexp bpcal RE bpcal RE 
.Dia, ·Thickness Abs. Total Height 

. xl02 x102 x10
2 

x102 xlO 2 
(in) (in) 1. Rods · (em) 

0.330 0 12 3249 75.45 2.90 2-.78 ~'4· • .1 .2 .• 61 -10.0 
II 

!I 

•fl" 16 II 88.19 3.91 3. 71 -5.1 3.59 -8.2 .. 
'!I 28 3'721 76.58 4.17 3.94 -5.5 3.61 -13.4 

I I 

. It is obvious that any increase of the interference term would increase 

the deviation Of calculated from experimental 1-rorth. Therefpre, it must 

be assumed that some cancellation of.this effect occurs in the over-all 

calculation. 

c) Worth Comparison 

The worth summary on Table 6-2 shows, for the Homogeneous 

representation, worth underestimates of 0.6% to 6.8ojo. 'l;'he method is 

quite consistent in the analysis of·uniform arrays and single clusters; 

. analysis of configurations involving tw·o clusters show·s markedly different 

results. This result is not unexpected in view· both.of the gross~ess of 

the representation when applied to clusters and also the importance of 

interference betw·een clusters. 

For the shell representation, ·_the summary' shows a range from + L9% 
to -5.5% in variation of calculated from experimental worth. If the edge 

correction mentioned previously had been· applied, the (negative) magnitlfde 

of the bias would have been corrected. More important, however,· is the 

fact that the worth overestimate due· to underestimate o-f thermal inter

ference between cluster elements is evidently cancelled out, more or less, 

by the worth urrlerestima:t·e· d.ue to. the, original assumption (in Section III) 
. . 

concerning the diffusion kernel in t:P,.e infinite medium. This assumption 
' . . . 

amounted to neglecting the p'erturbation in the 'diffusion kernel which is 



caused by absence of neutrons that. would have come through .the volume 

occupied by_ the other cylinders in the linear array, 

2, Discrete and.11r"!'£.id Re...:e.resentations . 

. Two dimensional critical calculations only were used in the 

application of the Discrete and Hyl:>rid representations, The calculated 

worths,·based on eq,· (6•7), and associated Relative Errors are sho-wn 

in columns (E) through (G) ,of 'fuble 6-2A, ·Before discussing the' worth 

comparison, the clad correction and the interference effect between 

cluster elements will again be considered. 

a) Clad Correction 

Column (F) of Table 6-·2A shows the Relative Error associated with 

the worths i.ni tially calculated by the Discrete Method of representation. 

The worth results for the uniform arrays show marked dependence on the 

thickness of steel around the Ag~In-Cd absorber. ·Implicit in these 

worth results is the 0.7 value for the 5 factor which had been developed 

on the basi.s of Shell and Homogeneous worth comparisons with experiment, 

The development of the Discrete method of representation commences 

with a one dimensional representation and. homogenization of the unit 

. cell. containing an isola ted absorber. ·.In the Shell and Homogeneous 

methods, the absorber unitcell, perse,is not considered, Within 

this fundamental difference in approach might be found the reason for 

the necessity of the 5 factor in the first place; a one dimensional 

cell study and the results shown in column (F), however,provided the 

basis for simply choosing a 5 factor suitable for use with the Discrete 

(and also the related Hybrid) representation, This cell study provided 

the variation in worth for a .330" diameter absorber surrounded by 

60 mils of stainless steel withvariation in 5 factor. ·The variational 

relationship proved to be identical for both the 2.7% .and 3.7% SS 

clad fueL •rable 6-3 demonstrates the linearity. of the correction for 

other thicknesses. ·Figure 6"'1 summarizes this worth variation relative 
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.to the use o·f. o·. 7 for 8; the 'best value was estimated to be 0.84,; column 

(G) of Table 6-2A shows Relative Errors based on the Discrete and Hybrid 

representations and the 0.84 5 factor. ··The difference in. this empirical 

factor 'between .7 and .84 amounts to· a reduction of 1% in worth for each 

addi·tional 10 mils of SS arotmd the Ag-In-Cd. 

b) :J;nterference E'ffect and WOJ;'t;h C_~mparisons. 

Column (:F) of Tahle 6=2A shows that the Discrete representation slightly 

overesti;mates the worth of clv.sters. The results for uniform arrays are 

shown in column (G) attd, with one exception --see footnote op, Table 6-2A, 

are within L6% of the experimental results. ·The cluster worth overe·stimate 

clear~y, then,. is related to the in:terference between elements. in a cluster. 

·The specific cause of the difficulty is clear=cut and is not related to any 

.water slot approximation. ·It- is due to the erroneous. homogeni.zed fuel 

region diffusion lengths implicit i.n. the· MNJ) thermal model. 

Recall that.the geometrically rectilinear representation of the unit 

cell containing an individual el,ement in an array is generated froma;n 

original reference representation-which utilizes.)>_ as it should, the con~ 

. -ventional thermal model· for the media surrounding the absorber. An .analogous 

PDQ_cell is used to transform the· thermal model (and geometry). In this 

PDQ and in the final Discre:t;e runs :J the thermal. group constants used are 

d.eri ved frOm. the MND ·model. · (The compelling reaso;ns for the- use of this 

model, particularly in de sign, have been previously stated.) The arguments. 

pres·ented above- i:n~ co:nnectio;n wi t;h the She.ll method which. ill:ustrated the 

importance of cl:u.ste..r· element s-eparation in terms of thermal mean free- paths 

ha·~te appl.icC:L·tiOii i:O this instanc·e· in that on.ly ther;mal di.ff'u.sion lengths 

derived from . the conveP.tional thermal model are valid .in the vi.cini ty. of an 

absorber. In the two· steps beyond the reference AIMJ> the Discrete method.of 

. representation used the :MN.D model;. thus) when this representation is 

applied to· clusters,-the interference is erroneously calculated. 

Tbis error is illus.trated. 'by meatl,s of' Table- 6=6 which compares the 

re·sul.ts of' applying the- -t.-wo thermal mOdels in 'the calculation of the'·. 



modified Bessel function wbich .corresponds t0 part of the interference 

term. ·The quantity, d in the table is the· modal distance between next 

nearest neighbors in the l6:element.clusters; it is equivalent to three 

lattice pitches. 

Table 6-6 

Effect cf.Thermal Model on Cluster Interaction 

d(cm) 

L 
~l 

em 
Conv. 

-1 em 

. ( d ) 
·L · · Conv. 

d 
. ( . ) 
~ 

d 
K.(TL. ___ ) 

.0 ~ 

~.7%.ss 3.7% ss 

·3.3147 3.3147 

:1,.465 1.347 

Lll3 0.9806 

·2.263 2.461 

;0.08278 0.06528 

.3.3802 

0.02246 

2.7% Zr 

4·.5720 

L587 

L23··r 

2.881 

.03987 

].6952 

o.o1572 

·· rable 6'-7. provides the modal next nearest neighbor separation in 

.mean free paths for l6.element clusters in a design forthe Southern 

California Edison core; the information is provided .for· two enrichments 

at.two boron concentrations. ·It can be seen from the table.that the 

interference values in these critical experiment cluster configurations 

bracket the interference in a practical design • 
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T8.ble 6-7 

Cluster Separati.on in an SCE Cluster 

* Boron Concentration Enrichment L d/L .. Conv 

1500 3.01 1.8052 2~3117 

. 4-.30 1·.6338 2.554 
2500 3·.01 1.7452 . 2o3911 

4o30 1.5892 2.6258 

* . d;::: 4.173 em 

one purpose fordevelOping the lfyl?rid method..of representation was 

the elimination.of this defect in the analysis of critical experiments. 

·The e>ther purpose ( simuitaneously achieved) was the incorporation in the 

.Hybrid method of a feature which allowed the user to. ch6ose both any 

geometry as an· approximation for the cluster and also- any mesh in conjunc

·tion with this geometry. ·The Discrete method culminates. in a (discrete) 

,representation (of the unit.celi containing the absorber) which1 for a 

cluster, .. necessarilyinvolves a fine.mesh·in.the cluster vicinity. The 

Ifybrid meth6d,-on the other hand, retains _the conventional thermal model 

through·an a:UXiliary cluster ceil representation involving a discrete fine 

mesh description; use is then made of a second auxiliary cell calculation 

for simultaneous transformation of ther)JJB.l model, mesh-description and 

approximating geome'l:;ry while prese'rVing capture (and removal) .f'ractions. 

This lat.ter representation is then. simply "planted" :i.n the mesh describing 

the_actual.configuration. 

The-definitive cluster resUlts in column (G) ,of Table 6-2A _and 

column (A) of' 'l"dble 6--ZB were obtained by applying a correction to Discrete 

results for clusters .• ·The co-rrections were obtained .from the Hybrid runs 

for a 16 rod. cluster in each of the three lattices. ·As one might anticipate, 

. the magnitudes of the corrections in worth which. are constituted by the 
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differen.ces in RelativeErr.or between the Hybrid and Discrete results are 

proportional to the magnitudes of the Bessel functions shown in Table 6--6. 

For the two. SS clad lattices; the corrections in RE, Hybrid methOd relative 

to: Discrete method, are- 3·7% f6r the 2.7% fuel and -.9"/o for the 3·7% fuelj 

f0r the zircaloy clad fuel, ihe correction was only -.5% in RE. ·Thus;. in 

terms of worth only, the Hybrid meth0d is seen as a small correction on 

the :Oiscrete which places the cluster results in better agreement with 

uniform-arrays. 

The ·Hybrid cluster results for the Zr-clad fuel shown: in Table 6-2 

correspond to' an approximating representation consisting Of a shell with 

about.a .5 ·cm mesh spacing in.the shell vicinity. For this same case, two 

Other Hybrid representations. were developed and two Other worth calculations 

were made: . in-one representation; a shell was developed in which the local 

mesh external to the shell was about.2 cmj in the other,-a coarse ·mesh 

discrete approximation was used {one mesh per lattice pitch in the cluster 

vicinity). The Relative Err:ors were 4.6% and 5-3%, respectively. 

3• -Eval~tion. of the AcC'U:racy of the Worth Comparison. 

An evaluation has been made Of the accuracy.of' the explicit comparisons 

made for the configurations constructed in the two steel clad lattices 

between .6pCAL and .6pEXP" This eval.uation indicates that the various values 

for .6p are· quite accuratej an overestimate in .6pEXP· of.-~ is suggested by EXP . . ~~· 

this evaluation but other facets O:f the evaluating method might be responsible 

for such a small discrepancy. 

· Table 6-·8 compares;· for configurations in the twO: SS lattices,. the 

average values o.f Relative Erro-r as calculated by eqs. 6-12 and 6·•l3j these 

averages are derived from the tabulation in Tables 6-2A and 6-2B1 .respectively. 

Recall that each type O·f RE is. based on virtually distiJ1e~ experimental 

information: in one case, the me~sured critical water heights; in the Other 

the .6pEXP. 

to 6pEXP. 

Note also the insensitivity of the RE derived from eq. 6-13 

The last column in Table 6---8 provides the information ·which could 
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Table 6-8 

Es.tima te Of Un·certainty in. the Definitive WOrth COmparisons 

2.7w/o :Unifor:nArray 

2.7 w/o Cluster Array 

3.7 w/o Uniform Array 

3.7.w/o Cluster Array 

Average % RE 
from ·Eq.~ · 6-12 

·58 

-.29 

·53 

1.53 

Average % RE 
from Eq •. 6-13 

1.5 

2.1 

3.3 

2.5 

Grand Average Differenc.e 

])ifference in 
Average %. RE 

·9 

2 .. 3 

.2.8 

LO 



suggest a 2% worth overestimate in D.pEXP.• By the same token, hOwever, an 

error greater than 2% or a worth underestimate would be ruled out.. This 

is because the sign and magnitude of the difference in Relative Errors can 

be taken . as a measure Of the signed uncertainty in D.pEXP. The reasoning 

fOllows: .postulate a revision upvre.rds of D.pEXP by 200/o •. ·If the relative 

error calculated according to eq. 6·-12 were to be maintained at the values 

quoted in the table, the analytic absorber worth would have to be enhanced 

in some manner such that .6 p CAL' i.e. £n ( f'n/'"'AC), would also increase by 20% 

and this change would correspond to a change in "c only. .But any change in 

absorber representatiOn reflected in AC would necessarily be reflected in 

"E· Now the 20% change in hpEXP only would cause a negligible change in 

the RE values in Table 6-8 calculated according to eq, 6-13 but the 

(approximate) 20% decrease in ~would be seen in the final revised value 

of % RE as a;n ~ddi tion o.f 20. As shown in Table 6""2B, the critical heights 

for absorber...;.in configurations are, in.almost all cases, at.least 70 em. 

Accordingly, uncertainties in axial .refl.ector savings are equivalent to 

little over 1% ·in RE in this height range. Thus the grand average RE 

difference noted in.the last column of Table 6-8 is a good measure of the 

accuracy of D.pEXP. 

A qualitative way to sUIIIDlarize this process follows: ·if a given 

method of absorber representation dOes not enable accurate correlation with 

measured critical water heights for absorber-in configurations and if this 

same method produces D.pCAL in excellent agreement with ~EXP' then the 

representation is in error. and so also is D.pEXP. Upon correction both of 

the latter and also the analytic method,.analysis should correlate with 

experiment on water heights and D.pCAL will still agree with D.pEXP' The 

Relative Errors corresponding to eq. 6~13 are precisely the measure of the 

accuracy of an absOrber-in configuration critical height correlatiOnj the 

Relative Errors correspondi.ng to eq .. 6""12 are precisely the measure of 

the accuracy of ll.pCAL with respect to D.pEXP' ·In this connection,. it might 

be mentioned that the Discrete method outlined in this report predicted 

the critical height of the 25 rod uniform array in the Zr-clad.configuration 
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as 91 em. even before this fuel had been assembled into any sort -of 

critical configuration. 
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·vii. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The purpose of the effort described in this report was the generation 

of methods useful in design for the re~resentation of Rod Cluster Control 

elements. Three such methods have been developed. ·The Hybrid method of 

representation has proven to be most accurate in comparison with .experiment; 

a conservative estimate of the error in the metpod is ± 2.5% about an average 

value corresponding to a worth overestimate of 1% Only; this figure includes 

the uncertainty in the experimental worths. The Hybrid method has the 

soundest theoretical bases and should be the most accurate in application 

to the representation of clusters at temperature and under conditions of 

2,000 psi. This method is also most versatile in that the designer can 

choose the particular geometry with which the cluster is approximated; a 

shell geometric representation is reconnnended, however, as being the best 

approximation compatible with the mesh limitations encountered in design. 

The Hybrid method involves iterat:;i.ve use of the ~omputer for simple problems 

intrinsic to the development of t):le final representation. The Shell methOd 

of representation, on the other hand, requi~es only hand calculations for 

the development of a cluster approximation w):lich ·utilizes the shell geometry 

representatio~. ·The Shell method worth comparisons with .experiment show 

very little more scatter than the Hyprid; the worth, on the average, calculated 

using this method appears to be underestimated by only 2%. The designer may 

well prefer the Shell method for survey work provided the results of Hybrid 

calculations for a typical design are available as a worth standard. The 

Homogeneous method of representation also requires only band calculations 

for the development of a homogeneous approximation to the cluster. This 

representation is the least sound theoretically of the three but it could be 

useful in certain design applications, e.g., stuck clusteranalyses which 

require a full core representation instead of the more usual quarter core 

description.and therefore correspondingly coarser mesh for representation 

of the heterogeneities within the core. 

All methods are based on an identical analytical four group representa

·tion for the individual cylindrical Ag-In-Cd absorber. The only. empiricism 
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involved .iil any methods discussed in this. report involve a correction for. 

the stainless steel in·clad and thimble which.will surround the poison.rods 

in .. practical designs. 
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APPENDIX A 

.CONTRIBUTION TO. THE .INTEG~L FROM THE S~~) TERM 

r 
f K ( ~) K ( ~) rdr dB 

2rt rOds 0 L o L 2rt 
except n=O 3 4 

If we approximate the distance x ·by x1, (cf.·Fig. A..;.1) 

·8(2) 2rt . xlm d<l> R . 2rt r 
.£2: .·., :::::: f K. (-)-· form dr fo K. ( nm) 

'i 
2nm 0 .o :):.4 .2rt ·m 0 L3 2rt 

Fig.· A...;1 

-x2 2 + R2 = (ma) - 2 maR cos cp 
1m 

·2 2 .·2 -·2y·r r = y + r cos 'Y nm m m 

y lm-nja 

f.Or m f= n 

. 8(2) 2 ('~a). (.H) .li... (.B...) (L) - L3 Ko Io I1 K .2n.m L4 L3 .L3 .o .. L" 4 .) 

(A-3) 

for m = n 

·s(2) ·2 
K (maj I ( _B_) 

[1 
.R 

K (.B._) J L 2nm .3 0 T·4 0 L4 .. L3 .1 L
3 

(A~4) 

A-1 



(9\ 
· . · ll)'otin'g that the main contribution to S,.. -, comes from the nearest neighbors) 

c: 

L
2 ·

1 
,R) 

= 3 0 \~ 
' 4 

·The percentage of 8( 2 ) to 8(l) 
2 2 

R 
L 

3 
Kl \,T) + L 'l I R' R. I (LR.3) M3] 

-'-'3 3 

is obtained from eq. (A-5) .and, (A-6) and . 

* is shown on Table A-1 for the typical cases. 

.The error from neg::..ec"(;ing the 8~2 ) term iB thought to ·oe a·bout lO% in 

. (l-Y) and within 4% in Y for.a practical case. 

·Pitch (em) 

.0.80 

l.Go 

* Table A~l s(2)/ 8(1) 
2 2 

(2) 
82 

1.31 

O.i9 

* rod radius 

core 

. ' .. 

8(1) 
2 

8(2) I .,(1) 
2 i:)2 X l0

2 

7.67 17 

3.8"( ) 

0.362 em 

. :2.7% enrichment) W/U = 2.9 UO,.. fuel ;;:, 

(A-5) 

(A-6) 



·APPENDIX . B 

. UNCERTAINTY IN -THE· NORMALIZATION OF 
· _THE DIFFUSION KERNEL FROM. A .LINE SOURCE 

The diffusion kernel from a line source carr be taken as, 

.Q(r~-+ r) 1 K. cr'-r) 
. 2rc DH o L . 

L2 

D , J mod Q ( r ' .....,... r) . dr = 

.where H ·is the normalization factor which is calculated from Eq .• · (B..:.l) 

. and (B-2). 

. 1 J r·1·-r. · 
H - --2 .d K {-L-)·.dr 

2rcL . mo o 

1 
!reds 

r'··-r 
= 1 

- .2rcL2 K ·(~) dr 
0 

... R (B-) 
r·r . 

~ 1 Il L: K C.Ln) L . L. .0 n 

. (B-'"1) 

(B-3) 

r' ·distance between the point.r' and the center of rodn. 
n 

For an isolated r·uu, 

.·H = 1 - R I . (-~) K (E.) > 1 - ~ I . ( ~L) K
0

. (~L) : H . L 1 L e L ~ L 1 min 

Fer. R/L < 0.5, which condition is satisfied in the practical problem, .., 

1 - H . < 0.1 
m~n ,., 

and if we extend this to R-. oo mechanically, a discrepancy of a factor 

of 2 appears. 

·H. 
m~n 

1 
(R~oo)...,.2 

(B-4) 

(B·-6) 



APPENDIX C 

Summary of Nuclear Analysis Data 

.TABLE Cl 

Few· GrouE Diffusion Constants Derived from FORM and THERMOS 

.• 435"Lattice W/U = 2.9: ·1 SS Clad Fuel 

2.7 w/o 3.7 w/o Slot H20 Reflector 

Group 1 I: 0.081767 0.082047 0.114860 0.107118 r 
(8~21 Kev ·I: 0.005153 0.005220 0.0011818 0.001440 
to 10 Mev) a 

Vl::f 0.009647 0.009819 0.0 0.0 

D 1.80439 1.78294 1.82804 2.04729 

Group.2 ·r: 0.077272 . 0.076819 0.153910 0.14907 
-r 

(5.53 Kev I: 0.003002 0.003153 0.000013 0.000013 
to 8.21 ·a 

Kev) Vl::f o.ooo944 0.001292 0.0 o.o 

D 0.965130 0.96104 1.08180 1.06006 

Group 3 ·r: 0.06'7047 0.065504 0.095284 0.15119 r 
(0.625 ev 

I: 0.026094 0.0,28521 0.0006953 0.000949 
to 5.53 a 
Kev) 

vzf O.Olj28l 0.017807 0.0 0.0 

D .. 0.64369 0.63937 0.440869 0.59769 

Thermal L. 0.12529 0.1,4793 0.014991 
(Conventional) a 

· (0·.0 ev "tb V.L:f 0.18516 0.23462 . o.o 

0.625 ev) 
D o.?6890 0.26830 .0.20283 

··Thermal ;I; 0.18885 . o. 23221 0 •. 022146 ·0.021680 
MND 

a 

.. Go.,o ev tb VI:f Oa27909 0.36828 o.o 0.0 

0.625 ev) 
D .0.23400. .0.22330 0.18523 0.17157 

C·-1 



TABLE C2 

Few Group Diffusion Constants Derivedfrom~FQRMand .THERMOS 

.600" Lattice W/U.= 3.0:l Zr Clad-Fuel 

2.72 w/o 

. Group l ·L: 0.079626 r 
(8.21 Kev ·L: 0.005248 .to 10 Mev) a 

"~r 0.009205 

D l. 79758 

Group 2 L: 0.075725 r 
(5.53 Kev L: 0.002964 to 8.21 Kev) a 

VL:f 0.000904 

D . 0. 96037 

Group 3 L: 0.066870 r 
(0.625 ev 

L: 0.023238 to 5.53 Kev) a 

VL:f 0.012415 

D 0.71218 

Thermal L: 0.107500 
(Conventional) a 

(o.o ev to VL:f 0.17734 
0.625 ev) D 0.27070 

Thermal MND L: 0.15586 a 
(0.0 ev to 

·VL: 0.25711 0.625 ev) f 

D 0.23860 

C=2 



Absorber 
O.D. (inches) 

0.;260 

0.330 

0.403 

TABLE C3 

. cylindrical· Boun,d.ary: Cond.iti~n acy

f.or. Unclad Absorber ·Rods. 

.a: .a: 2 a: 
3 · ·cy 1 cy cy 

o,ooo886 0.004077 0.0832 

0.001125 0.;005175 0.0963 

0.001374 0 . .;006320 0.1072 

C-3 

,. , .. 

a: 4 cy 

0. 3623 

0.3759 

. 0;3876 



. TABLE -C4 

Discrete Method of' Representation: 

:Few Group Constants for Homogenized Unit Cell Containing· Unclad A'psorber Rod_s 

.-Absorber 
O.o :Do 

(inches) 

0.260 

-0.403 

·Group 

1 

2 

.3 
4 

1 

2 

3 
4 

1 

2 

.3 

4 

D= 1.0 in all groups 

2. 7 w/o· 
ss Clad Fuel 

-L: 
.. a 

0.002354 

0.006928 

0 .• 13907 

o. 7300. 

0.003072 

. 0.011159 

0.20427 

1.100 

o.oo4oo4 

. 0.016645 

0 .• 27912 

1.7420 

3.7.w/o -2.7 w/o & 3.7 w/o 2.72 w/o 
SS-Clad Fuel ss Clad Fuel Zr Clad Fuel 

L: L: ~-
a r ·a 

0 •. 002355- 0.082632 

-•0.006928 0_.110735 

-0.13909 o.o68548 

.0.7500 

0-.003073 0.062942 

- 0.011159 0.084341 

0.204280 0.052215 

1.1370 ·~= 

o.oo4oo4 0.037432 0,.002662 

0.016645 0.050158 o .• oo8739 

. 0.27913 . 0:.031053 0.144170 

1.8300 -0.-59850 

2-.72 w/o 
Zr Clad Fuel 

~ -r 

. 0:.074163 

. 0.099377 

.0.061523 
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TABLE.G~ 

: -·zircalo>Y Clad aP.d;. 1392 F~el .:~scr~p~i:on 

. DIMENSIQNS 

Pit.Gh o .• 6oo inch ---.. 
. ·.P~llet J.FUel,) 

Material 
·-Enrichment .w/o u~235 
. Pelie·t Diameter 
Acti~e ~el Length 
%Theoretical, D.epsity 

· TUbes ( Claddi:ngl_ 

.JYfa teria:l 
oo-
m 
L:ength 
-Density 

FUel Anal;y:sis 

u 88.15 w/o 
G < 10 ppm 
·F < 10 . f! 

.Al 40 It 

B < .5 ·!I'· 

Bi < 1 II 

Cd < d ·n 

eo < 4 )'l 

oa 9·5 II' 

Gr 34 .ji, 

Gi:l .. 2-,0 II'-

Fe 266 Jl· 

In ;"'.'""')( 
..... .::> 

'ii 

Mg 1+~4 <tt 

Mb .2.4 .11 

Mo 6 .• 2 'Yt· 

Ni 24.3 n· 

Pb <·8 -i~ 

:Si 21 )j~ 

·•Sn <.2 n· 

T:i ----3-9 n· 

·v < 1 ,.·jt 

w < 50 n 

Zn < 8 ..-n-. 

N < 18 ,If 

C=5 

·u02 
2~·72'/o 
·0 .• 400 inches 
48 .• 0 inches 

.95%' 

. Zircaloy.:.4 
: o.4683 inc:nes 

··-.o. 4054 inc:nes 
· ·:49.47 inch¢s 
6~. 55 E!JI1/ cc . 

Clad Anall:sis 

Zr 98 .. 20% 
Fe 0.21% 
Cr 0.10% 
Wi < .oo4ojo' 
'Sn ·1.4% 

-

Hf' <•100 ppm. 
AT <. ?0 ·n· 

B 0.2 .II· 

C" 95 " 
Gd 0.2 ·11· 

co 10 .. ~~- .. 

au 033 
,,. 

'Mg < 10 ~-

Mn <:20 il 

Mo <:20 f'· 

N 45 )"II 

.'Pb < 20 " 
Bi 58 'll_' 

Ti <.20 .If 

v <.20 ··n 

w <·50 yt· 

.. 
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Fig,- (;-~~ ·,. i6 and 28 Rod Cluster Configurations 

· ·· .... : ·· (Each Square Repre.sents ~.Lattice. Ur;tit ·cell) 
;. 

•,.: 
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·:I .· /. 
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"· . ..: .. 
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0 
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APPENDIX·D 

:_POWER DISTR:J:BUTIQN. COMPARISON. FOR· VARIOUS.· CLUSTER REPRESENTATIONS . 

. . The f'irst. two, f'igures ih this appendix display good agreement in power 

shape between the shell representati.on ap.d the moTe exact .. f';i.ne mesh ·discrete 

representation:. The hQm.ogeneous.appr0ximation does not repTesent the power 

in the center of the cluster very. well but,.- .outside ·the discontinuity. at. 

the homogeniz.ed region interf'ace,. the power distribution is mere accurate. 

In general, if' two clusters are close and the interf'erence between 

them is important, the shell method is pref'erred even if' the homogeneous 

method is as accurate in the worth representation of a single cluster. The 

f'inal tvm f'igures in this appendix display comparisons in power shape 

between a f'ine mesh Discrete cluster representation.and a coarse mesh discrete 

representation f'or this cluster derived.according to the HYbrid method. The 

woTth dif'f'erence between these two, representations was only 2'/o; at the least, 

. the comparison suggests that:depletiofi of' a core in which clusters are 

repTesented by a coarse discrete mesh should be. caref'ully, evaluated; errors 

in ·depletion accumulating f'or.an absorber""in conf'iguration could distort 

the peaking calculated f'Ox' the same location. upG>n a"QsOTber withdrawaL 
\ 

D-1 
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Fig. D~3 Pow·er Comparison for Discrete Representation - Diagonal Scan 
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Fig. D.;.4 Power Comparison for Discrete.Representation -Transverse Scan 
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APPENDIX.E 

PROCEDURE SHEETS ·----------

.This appendix contains procedures which should aid the designer in 

thepractical application of the shell, homogeneous and hybrid representa

tions •. With each procedure are inc.luded sample calculations, each of which 

constitutes a numerical illustration of the particular method in· .representing 

typical configurations. 

I 

Because of their concise step--'\-dse arrangement, these procedures also 

serve the purpose of clarifying the descriptions and discussions in the 

body of the report. 

L SHELL REPRESENTATION 

A. SQUARE S:RELL GEO:METRIC · REPRESENIIJ\!J~ON' FOR CLUSTER ARRAYS 

_The process of transforming a cluster into a square shell is ·based 

on preserving the area of the total fuel. region, outside and inside the 

shelJ,..o The procedure is descri'bed .with the aid of Figure E·-L 

L Determine the outside dimension of the shell,· B. 

2. Calculate total area of.unit cells that contain .absorber-rods: 

Shell Area== 'N'·x Uni.t Cell Area 

where N.~ Nlimber of Absorbers in the Cluster. 

3. Calculate the fuel area interior to the shelL 

·Interior fuel area "" B2 ~-shell area • 
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Figure E-·1: Cluster to Shell Conversion 
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.4. ·.Dimension A is given by 

A 
. 1/2 

(Interior fuel area) 

5. ·Finally, the shell thickness is 

.. B-A 
t - 2 

\ 
I 

B. Equivalent Diffusi.on Constants for t.he Shell in Groups l.and .2 

. _ The equivalent .macroscopic absorption: cross section . for. grop.ps 1 and · 

.2 of Ag..:.In-Gd .are: 

·~ ~ .00536 
-1 

·1 .em 

·~ .• 02470 ""1 
.·.2 - em 

The geometric shell representation, presented in Section A, homogenizes 

the absorber rods over the unit celL Therefore,. we must homogenize ~~ 

by.the ratio of absorber area·(exqluding.the cladding if.any) to the. 

_shell area. 

c. 

* 

-~ ~i 
l'if. x -Absorber Arefi 

:Sh i - X 
Shell Area 

ii""l;,2 

-·* 
-·D 2 .• 0 

-1 
1=~1,2 

oh i em 1 

Calculation of the Boundary. Conditions a . _.in Grotms 3 and 4 for _an 
·,Ind.i vidue.l CYlindrical Ag-In •Cd Abs.orber cy 

·The symbols q.f?ed in. th:i,s se~t;iop. a;r~ g,e;f;i,n~d below: 

:ai, i- 3,4. Slab Boundary condition 

··.macroscopic removal of the shell-is assigned .zero value for all 3 fast groups 

E-3. 



l 

acy i' i=3,4 Cylindrical Boundary Condition 

R =Absorber Radiuf'l 
0 

b. ==Radial SS thickness, ie., .in determination of 6, thimble 

included if any. 

R = R
0 

+ b.; because the definition of 6 ignores the thin 

water region between clad and thimble, R is not quite 

equal to the outer radius.of the thimble. 

Bare Absorber 
t 

Cladded Absorber 

Esi' i=3,4 Macroscopic scattering cross section of the stainless 

steel. 

"Xtr 
3
, The total mean free path in Group 3 

= for the homogenized fuel region, cf procedure Sheet 3. 
I 

l + ---
4 '' Et:r 4. Homg. fuel water 

= 

= 
· Etr 4 

region 

3 x Conventional ther~al group diffusion coefficient 

for the region. 

E-4 



-1. Read value of a
3 

corresponding to an absorber radius R =Slab 
' 0 

·. thickness t from graph of Figure E-3 N.B. abscissa of Figure E-3 is 

t in inches .... 

,I 

f3i = ' i=3,4 

4. € = 6/R 
0 

5· f3' = ~i +[ (E-€2)(1-~i) + Esi6 (l-f3i )
2

] X Oi7 i ' i=3,4 

1 l-f3' 
6. a' 

' 1 
i=3,4 = 2 i l+f3' i 

. 0.7604 At i o·.4o52 At i 
7· CB = (1 + R. r )/(1 :+ R r ) 

i=3,4 

8. 

D. Equivalent Diffus.ion Constants for the Shell in Groups .3 and 4 · 

Additional syinbols introduced ill: this section· a·Ite' defined below: 

+ (cm-1.) Di = homogenized fuel region diffusion· coefficients 

!, 

+ L1 = homogenized fuel region diffusion length (em) 

+ tor i=4, conventional constants are to be used unless the symbols have an 
' ' asterisk, in which .case use MND values. 

E-5-
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~c)"· I
0

_,-~F r1 are ordinary Bessel Functions of zero· and .first-.mrder for 

imaginary arguments. 

K(d/L.)] 
. 0 n .... ~ 

d is the distance between the c·enter of' j. th .absorber and the center of n 
. abs6rber n ·in . the cluster. containing N. t.otal absorbers • · The inner summation 

is computed f-or (N,.,l) ,absorbers interacting with .the remaining or j th 

abs.orber. This interaction is .. surmned and averaged over all N ·absorbers • 

. symmetry of a clu.sterleads to obvious simplifications in the s:unnnation. 

·Figure E•4,schematically depicts the three families of d .corresponding to 
n 

. the three-; basic rod .interaction pcttsi tions in a 16 rod cluster. The 

effective ·boundary. condition .appr()-priate to the surface -of the shell is 

given by 

. '1 .• a: 
si 

£·is the total- .. surface area of. the shell: 

· £ ·:=: 4B + 4A 

.. 2. · Gr.~Up 3+ :' 

:L: 
··· .sh 3 ·· 

2a . s 3 
t 

·D. = 
-.sh 3 

1. 

3' L: · ·Sh 3 

·,+One l.s referred to SeGtion V .for a graphical generalization ,of the procedure 
to ce>v.er the less likely .. situation: wherein more than one mesh . space :i, s u.sed 
across the shell width. · 

E-7 



Figure :E-4;. Rod· Inter .action Posi tio~s 

-.Type 1 Type2 

Type·3 

E-8 



3. GroUp 4+~ 

; a;4 ·~ "s4/ [ l+(H/f') as4 L:/D:] 
.. where 

. and h= mesh .size in. fuel region .adjacent to: bo·th inner and outer 

surfaces of. shell,. 

2 (X1: 
L. --· · _ ... s4 
.sh·4 '""" t · 

.1 

421 
.s.h 4 

.... The following sample calcula·tion is carried out. for· a 16 rod .cluster in · 

a quondam SCE des:i.gn. - The cluster considered is for the inner fuel region, 

. 3•01 w/o·.,. bav:i.ng a moderator ·boron concentration of 2000 ppm. ·Figure E-'5 

schemati.cally ·depicts the mesh ·description used in. conjunction with the 

.shell representation • 

. T'able E"'·l.presents the fuel region constants for gr()ups 3 and 4 as 

well as other pertinent.parameters used. in the calcUlation. 

- 't1mLE E""l 

Group J) ·.r.. +L. .L .. a ·r 
-

3 0.74854 0.076688 J.l242 

4 convo . 0.37320 ·0,11854 LTI43 

4 MND :0.50073 0,.228.58 L4800 

+Ohe is referred to Se.ction V f.Or a graphical generalization .of the procedure 
to cover the less likely- sitU.ation wherein more than one mesh s-pace i,s used 
acroBR t.he shell :width. 
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Figure E·~ SCE PDQ MESH DESCRIPTION 

6 12 17 2'( 39 
4 "'9 ll·25 3~ 48 

3 ·a 14 .1 24 J,r 4;6 0 I II 1

11 t I 28 

I I 

.. 

'-----~~--i-
Reflector 

Baffle 

Shell 
Homogenized H20 Holes 

. Cross.:can Water Slot 

·All Else is fuel 

E=lO· 

49 60 :70 

. 59 69 

sf! 
6-r 

66 
I 

Col. Mesh 
(em) No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
7 

14 
15 
17 
18 
19 
23 
24 
25 
27 
28 
35 
36 
38 
39 
40 

4.9746 
2.4873 
1.4000 
0.5807 
1.3911 
,0.44156 

. 2. 7821 . 
.0.44156 
. 1.3911. 
0.5807 
1.4000 
2.48'(3 
1.4000 
0.5807 
1.3911 
0.44156 
2.7821 
0.44156 
1.3911 
0.5807 
1.4000 

Ccl. 
No. 

44 
45 
46 
48 
49 
56 
57 
59 
60 . 
.61 
65 
66 
67 
69· 
70 
77 
78 
so· 
81 
83 

78 

T( 

I 

. 83 
so 

Mesh 
(em) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I· 

2.4873 
1.4000 
0.5807 
1-3911 
o. 4415() . 
2.7821 
0.44156 
1.3911 
0.5807 
1.4000 
2!487'3 
1.4000 
0.5807 
1.3911 
0.44156· 
2.7821 
0.44156 
1.3911 
2.0000 
14.0000 



A. 

.• 

b. ::; 0.0813 em 

R = 0.6306 em 

Pitch= 1.391 em. 

Unit cell area = 1.9349 cm
2 

B = 10 x 1.391 = 13.91 em. 

Sh~ll Area ~ 16 x 1.9349 cm
2 = 30.958 cm

2 

Fuel Area interior to the shell = (13.91 cm)2 
- (30.958 em) ·= 162.53 cm2 

t = 13.91 em - 12.749 em. = 0. 5805 em. 
2 

Absorber·Area:: 
. 2 . . 2 

~ (0.5493 em) =0.9479 em 

Shell Area = 30.958 cm2 

V b Area a s. 

VShell Area 
= 

16 X 0. 9479i 

30.958 
= o.4899 . ' 

I:sh l 
. -1 -1 

.... 0.00536 em x 0.4899 .= 0.0026 em 

I: sh 2 
. ·-1 ' . . -1 

_.. 0.02470 em x 0. 4899 ,., 0.01.21 em 

E-ll 



~~8 __ 
3 

."" . o.Q8807 x 9•6 .;:: o.846 · 

Fs-·4 ;:: o.o8807 X 10.1 .;:: .. 0·.890 

For ·t = 0.5493 em;:: .. ;2163.ineh~s 

.. 0:4 .·;:: .. q .50 

1- -~.C.?:~ 12:1.8) .. :._ .. ~3-- _;:: -
l+ ~tq.;t21_8L 

.-0.6082 

E: . ;:::: .Q.,0813 em/0.5493 em ;:: 0.1480 

_ "3- ., o.601,l2 -+ [co"12Q1)( 9>3918),+ ( o •• s46)(d.oB13)(o.1535 l J o. 7 

... o.6.502 

~1, ~ Q,O ·+[( Q,126:l)(LO) + (O,o890)(?.0813):(1oO)J O. 7 . 

o.i389 

'"3 . ~ 0.5 t: ~:::~n , 0.1260 

o:4 ,- o.5[;t-··o.1389 ·J~;:::. o ... ~w8o · · · Ll+ o.1389 J .·· .. 

E-12 .· 



D. 

CB ·2.5073/1.8032 = 1.3904 
3 

~ = 2.1853/1.6316 = 1.3394 
B4 

0.1060 a , 
cy 3 = 

1+ [( 2) ( o. 3901~ )( o.1o6o)] 

0.3780 
. - 1. + [ ( 2_) ( 0. 3394) ( 0. 3780 )] . 

R . = 0.2018 
L3 

·Bessel Function 

.K
0

(R/L1 ) 

IC1 (R/L1 ) 

Ib(:~/Li) 

Il(~/Li) 

Group 3 

.1. 7439 

'4. 7296 

1.0102 

·0.101~ 

E-13 

= 0.09790 

= 0.30081 

Group 4 

1.2189 

2.5134 

1.0319 

0.1806 



'\ ' 

See Table E~ and Figure E-4 for the detail~ :ofthe ~Mi calculation. 

·~ = (4)(1.03638) + (8)(L41599) . .t(4)(L72052):. 
= 1.3972 

16 

i = (4)(0.25155) .+ (8)(0.36206) .+ (4)(0.47066). 
4 16 

B ,..., 1. 7439 + (1.0102)(1. 3972) 
.3 ,4, 7296 - (0.1015)(1.3972) 

= .0.6878 

:B4 ·-
1.2189 + (1.0319)(0.3616) 

·,2.5134 - (0.1806)(0.3616) 

.J3 
2 ~ (O.q3o6)(3.1~42) 

0.6878 +[ o. 48 4 

. (0.0979 )(3.1242) 

= 3.9484 

J4 ··=: 
2 ~ .( 0.6306) (1.7743) 

0.6503 + [ 0, 37320 
. ' .(0.30081)(1.7743) 

£ = 4(13.91 em).+ 4(12. 749 em).= 106.636 .em. 

o.74854/3.1242 1 6 6 
' ( 3 .1242) ( 106 .636}l _ .. 1 [
~-'-'-:..,::;....;.~=.;,.;.._~........,._~-· .=0..23959 4.2735 = 0.05 0 

(16)(3.9484) j 

~ = ' 2(0.05606) 
a3 '0.1931 

E-14 



TABLE E""2 

Type1 

No. of d d d d d 
times~ 

n n K (..l!.) n K (..l!.) 
used .L3 . o L3 L4 o L4-

2 4.173 1.336 0.53040 2.352 0.14872 
2 8.346 2.671 0.10190 4.704 0.01022 
2 12.519 A.o07 0.02218 7.056 0.00079 
2 13.196 4.224 0.01738 7.437 0.00053 
2 15.046 4.816 0.00902 8.480 0.00019 
2 10.127 . J.241 0.05264 5·708 0.00342 
1 3.934 1.259 0.29401 2.217 0.08746 
1 13.770 4.408 0.00'708. 7.761 0.00020 
1 17.705 5-667 0.00177 9·978 0.00002 

15 
= 1.03638 15 

L:' .t' = 0. 25155 
1; 

Type2 
2' 4.173 1.336 0.53040 2.352 0.14872 
1 8.346 2.671 0.05095 4. 704 0.00511 
1 5.902 . 1.889 0.13061 3.326 0.02389 
1 3.110 0.995 . 0.42405 1.753 0.15480 

.1 6.221 1.991 0.11516 3.506 0.01947 
2 9·331 2.987 0.07052 . 5. 259 0.00556 
1 11.803 3·778 0.01431 6.652 0.00077 
1· 9.836 3.148 0.02929 5-544 0.00201 
1 11.214 3-589 . 0.01772 6.320 0.00088 
2 13.196 4.224 0.01738 7-437 0.00054 
1 12.519 4.00'7 0.01109 7-056 0.00025 
1 15 ~046 4.816 0.00451 8.480 o.oooo6 

15 15 
~ = 1.41599 ~ = 0.36206 

.Type 3 .· 1 1 

1 3·934 1.259 0.29401 2.217 0~08746 
2 3.110 0.995 0.84810 1.753 0.30960 
2 6.221 1.991 0.23032 3.506 0.03894 
2 10.127 3-241 0.05264 5.708 0.00342 
2 6~995 2.239 0.17032 3.942 0.02380 
1' 9.836 3.148 0.02929 5.544 0.00201 
2 11.214 3.589 0.03)44 6.320 0.00176 
1 ··10.376 3.321 0;02403 5.848 0.00146 
1 9.836 3.148 0.02929 5.544 0.00201 
1 13.770 4.408 0.00708 7.761 0.00020 

15 --.. ·-·--. 15 
0.47066 ~- = 1.72052 ~ = 

1 1 



·. 1 
D

3 
·· _,_ ~_.. :;::· .· 1 .• 726 

·~a 

. 0.5007311.4800; 

a - .2.!._33833. o. 37867 
54 - 0.89347 1 

h - 1.40 em. 

·f ~1/1 + (1.4o cm/2 x 1.48)2 

- .. 0. 37867/1.10745 

~ 4 "'-·.sh. 

n.f?h ·.4 
. 1 . 

4 L: 
.sh .4 

l•i'{8 

1.1062 



2.- . ·.HOMOGENEOUS. REPRESEJ.IJTATION 

A. ,Geometric -'Representation 

L D~te~_!lat:ion .of th~: -~()~~~ A:r:~~; __ .~T'- ·over, which the Array 'is ·-eo 
be :Homogeniz.ed · 

. Tb.e t.otal area, _AT'. over which .a square lattice of -N absorbers 

should be homogenized is equal to N X (s)2 where s· is the distance 

between ab.sorber centers;; ExtetJ.sioii to non-square uniform lattice i-s 

obv:i,o'\.lS. ··The total area,. :AT~_. ever. which a cluster. of ·N absorbers 

should be homogenized is. somewhat arbi tracy a:nd might be determined by 

·the.particularcircUlllstances of the.over-all core configuration • 

. 2. ·Determination of the ·Reduction Factor, 'R:· 

where·~ is the area of the homogenized fuel region in AT. 

·:a. 'Diffus~on,Gons~ts_ for th~_I.fljiD()genized _Re$~o~,. ~T--· 

\ 

L Di' -~ri in the three fast groups is the. same for AT as for the 

fuel region eurrourtding the absorber. 

2. 

. 3. 

~~l and ~a2 for AT are als.o the same as for the fuel. 

v~fi in all groups is equal to 

R X v2: .fi 

·F 
.where y~fi corresponds to that for the ambient fuel • 

. 4. Macroscopic al:lsorption in groups 3 and 4 and the fourth group 

<,li;f;fusion coF.f:f::l.t:'ients ~ : See part · c· apd D below·. 

E=17 



· C. Calculation of the Boundary Conditions a in Groups 3 apd 4 for an 
individual Cylindrica~In-Cd Absorbercy 

See part C :of the shell representation procedure in this appendix. 

D. ~3,_r.a4 and n4 for the HC?!JlOgenized Region AT _ 

The symbols used in this section are defined below: 

Ji = 2~ RLi Yi/(~i+(Di/acyi Li))i~3,4 

where 

diffusion -1 
Di -· conventional fuel region coefficients {em ) 

Li - conventional fuel region diffusion length (em) 

y3 -· 1.0 

I (!L) w2 
y* 1 -· 

o L4 
4 ·-- . . L 2 

(B3 + 
D3 

) [ Kl (L~)] [ l-(L~) ] acy3L3 

.= [~4 (!L) R R (!L) (!L-)] w2 Kl K (r;-) -:-r;- Kl Ko I,4 0 
.3 3 L3 L4 

B.* 
K (~) 0 

= 
l.. 

R 
Kl Cr:-) 

. i 

I
0

, K
0

, K
1 

are ordinary Bessel Functions of zero and first order for 

imaginary arguments. 

The macroscopic absorption cross section, r.pi' representing the 

absorbers homogenized over AT: 

* These quantities for an isolated rod, i.e., a rod in a uniform array 
with negligible interaction between elements :Of the array. 

E .. l8 · 



i ·~ 3;4 

,._. F 
LJ8.. :; 

·]. 
Macroscopic absorption cross section of fuel; in the 

thermal group use Ml\1D value .. 

· N· . ~ Total number of absorbers in the cluster. 

i 3;4 
·'-

. F L:p. + R ba.. . ]. . ]. 

n4 is the. Ml\1D fuel diffusion coeffic:i,ent 

·:SAMPLE CALCULA'l'ION 

.The following sample calculation corresponcis to a uniform array of 

. twenty five 0.403 inch diameter unclad Ag-In-Cd rod,s. 

· Table·:&3 presents tb,e fuel region .constants for groups 3 and· 4 as 

well as other.pertinent parameters used in the calculation. 

Group D 

3 0.71218 

4 ·conv. . 0.27070 

4 MND . ·0·.23860 

R ·~ 0.5118 em 
0 

Pitch ·~ 1.5240 em 

··Unit·· Cell. Area ·= 

TABLE ·E=3 

L: ·+ 2: ·a r· 

0.090102 

0.10750 

0.15586 

2 2.3226 em 

E-19 

·L :ru:; 
· .. a .( ru:a::t-L:r) 

2.811 ().?2587 0.089457 

.1.587 0.10451 0.10451 

0.15153 



A. 

2. 

2 AT :;::: .2090.322 em 

. 2 
AF = .2032.257 em 

·97222 

B-. 'Table E-4 presents all but the .L:a..
3 

and r:a4 few· group diffusion constants 

for the homogenized region. 

TABLE 'E-4 

Group D L; L:' VL:f ::::[R x v~} a r 

1 1.79758 0.005248 0.079626 0.0089493 
2 0.96037 0.002964 0.075725 0.0008789 

3 0.71218 0.066870 0.012070 
4 MND 0.23860 0.24997 

·C. L:s- 3 - 0.08807 X 9.6 ~ 0.846 

-~s 4 "" o.o8807 X .lO·ol ;;;, 0.890 

for t .:::: 0.5118 em ;:: Oa403 inches 

0:3 - 0.117 

0:4 ·;;:: 0.50 

_t33 
1- 2(0.117) 0.6207 ;:::; :::: 

1:+ 2(0.117) 

E-20 



134 - .0 

.· [ l.().6207 J 0.11702 a'·· - 0 ·5 1+0.62oi -· . 3 

a4, ·. = ·0.50 

1\ . 
. tr3 - . 1.01 

Atr4 - . 6~625 

CB3 
2.5006 1.3895 = 1.799b -

CB4 
1..9286 = 1.2902 = 1.4948 

0.117 a = 
1+ [ (2)(0.3895)(0.11702)] cy3 

.a cy3 - 0.1072 
I 

0.50 a = 
1+ [ (2)(0.2902)(0.50}] cy4 

a 4 - 0.3875 . cy 

n-:. 
R 0.1821 

·L 3 

R. 0;3225 
. ·.14 

E-21 



. Bet:;se1 Functi.on 

. ~0(R/Li_) 
. IS_(R/L1} 

T {R/L ·) 
0 .i 

1. 307 
:::!: . 0 •. 464' 5 'B4 .. , ... ·2.814 . 

·~3 :; 3·333 

·I:__ -· -- 0·. 089~~ 
• -:-p3 ._,..,_ [ 2090<>322 . ] 

.(25.}(~~ 333 .. )-"" -·l 

. ;;c. . 0 0 0037140 

.; ·, 
1 
' 

Group 3 · . 

1.843 

5·281 

_,--y-
4 

. -~ 1 _ ~-~ .• 0262 KQ. 41.26.2.1 

Group 4 

1.307 

. 2;;814 

··L0262 

[
o.3490-:+ .· 0"71218 ... · J.(5.·281)(o.6813) 

(0.1;072)( 2. 811) . . . 

E=22 



~. 

'y4 = . 0 .. 9563' 

J4 -~ 
27r~ (0.5118)(L587)(0.956~J 

0 , 4645 '+[ 0.2TOTO ~ 
. (0.38T5)(1,.58TJ j 

J4 = '5.394 

.. 0.15153 

2:p4 = [ .. 2090.322 --1] 

. (25)(5.394) 

"2: 4.-;::: . 0,010449 
P . 

. . 

'L: ::: . 0.15153--+ 0.010449 
a4 

'2: ·:= .· 0 0 16198 a,4 

E=·:23 



3. · HYBRID" REPRESENTA 'IT ON 

A. . Calculation of the Bormdary Conditions. acy .-in. Four Groups for an 
Indiyidual_Ag~Ih-Cd 91uster Element 

L ··-a . in Groups l.and 2 --cy- . 

. . a l cy. 

.a == 
cy 2 

( .002684) 

2 
R · . 
. o 

R 

R2 
. . o. 

( ·.012348) ,_ 
R 

where R
0

, R have been defi:ned in part l-C of this appendix. 

2. a in Groups 3 and 4 -·cy. -

.With .one exception,- these two boundary conditions are to be 

calculated according ·to the procedure outlined in Section l"'"C of this 

appendix. · 'rhe exception is that the 0.7,.-the last numerical factor 

in step 5 of that section, should be replaced by 0.84. · (Thi.s is 

a.substitution applying to this method only; it is not.a revision of 

that section, 

B. Geometric Transformation of the Isolated Absorber 

L . Set up a fOur group cylindrical-AIM-5 according to the general 

set·~up of figure E-6. 

R 
-F 

Homog~nized Fnel Region 

4r = 0.08701 em 

E=-24. 



(a) "Establish a zero current boundary condition at RF" 

'(b) ;Establish the rod boundary conditions at· R. AIM-5 has the 

capability of specifying such boundary conditions at an off

origin position. 

(c) ·The area delimited 'by Rw is the same as the area of the unit 

.cell containing the absorber. •rnus the water is that .occupying 

· the balance of this unit celL 

(d) The magnitude of'~ is some-~ihat arbitrary; 6 :cm is suggested. 

· (e) ·Conventional. Thermal group constants should be used in. both the 

fuel and water regions., 

·(f) An extremely fine mesh is us.ed throughout" 

2. Set up a four group PDQ~03 equivalent . to the AlM·-·5 . cell in terms 

of o.uter boundary (See Figure E·"·7). 

The purpose of this run is the proper homogenization .of the 

absorber and associated water. into a geometry suitable for use in 

the next step in the method. 

(a) Region ·3 is specified ~s a ·nrod region 11 in .PDQ, -that is, it is 

described in all four groups simply by current·"·to-flux boundary 

. conditions hav:i.ng magnitudes of O;,OOOL This d,evice effectively 

trai).sfers the zerO current 'boundaries .C ·and D·to the (stepped) 

. equivalent of the AD\1-·5 . outer 'boundary. 

(b) ... T,b.e input .for region ~2 is identical· to the input .for the fuel 

region of the AIM·~5; the conventional thermal model is. retained. 

(c) ·Note in Fi.gure E-q that tb,e mesh in the fuel: region is coarse 

relative to the AJM mesh but .that it is tapered, that .is., the 

mesh spg.cing is finer where the flux gradients are greater. 

Only 2 meshes are required.acroos the quarter unit cell represented 

by region ·L 

E=25 
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6 ·r·:AJ 11 12 14 15 16 17. 18 
ss 

I 
I 

~ 
I 
I 

~ 
l.__j]. 

11 
~ [il 

' 

"" 
D 

12. 

1.4 

' 

""' 4 ' ">- ":AIM 
,,~ 

~DQ 

15 

16. 

' 
/ "" ,. .lT 

__..... 

GJ "" -
t·t 18 

@] 

UJ Homogenize<l absorber and slot. water {S:rea - 1 unit .cell) 

r-::;-1 . (' 1 ) '·~§_j fuel .Area '"" 4 n1P.l area of AIM . 

[31 Boundary region 

Mesh,·Spacing 

,o-+ 2 

2~6 

6~11 

11....,17 

17 =i>l8 

. Mesh 'Il.Uckness Over 
In·terval .. ( em) 

Oo3810 

Oo2076 

0.2640 

.0.5000 

Oo25QQ 

F,i,e;u.re· E"-7 PDQ .C'ell Required .f'or 'Gbi·t ·Gell 'Transformatia~_of 
· · AIM·'"5- Reference Description 
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··(d) 'The constants for the fi.rst. ·three groups in :region 1 are. derived 

from the AJM-·5 

;Abs 
2:8:. 

)_ 

LO 

(e) For group 4 in region 1~ use a D .of LO. Vary 2:a, ·until the PDQ 

eigenvalue matches that Of the AIN. 

To guide the. us.e:r,. the following . guesses are recommended for 

Ea4J·they are ·based, however_,.on experience gained-over a limited 

range of fuel enrichment and for room temperature cri tic.als .only. 

· Two·· PDQ runs wtth these. guesses bave enabled the authors to· extrapolate 

or interpolate to the correct value without run.p.ing a ·tbird case" 

a .·. ·Li'uel. 
. 1st Guess ~~s = 13 ( __ _£~-4 . 4 conv ~ ·) 

4 Pitch (em) 

2nd Guess :Eabs = . 0.85 lst Gues.s 
a4 

Iri these and all PDQ .cells. used i.n. th$ method; computer time ca.n be 

saved by.nat .requesting rectangular region i;ntegraJ,s and pointwise 

eidts_. i...e., series 7000 and. 8000 in PDQ.,;.03,, respectively. ·The 

required quantities, namely the integrals of the fluxes and sources> 

are automatically calcul:a-!;;ed for each composition. 

·.E=27 



c. Simultaneous Transformation to the Ultimate Geometry and MND Thermal Model 

l. Reference Cell Problem with Discrete Representation of the 
Absorber Unit Cells 

(a) Set up a PDQ cell similar to that of Figure E-8 in which one quarter 

of a 16 rod cluster is depicted. 

(b) 
I 

Use a constant mesh equivalent in magnitude to one-fourth of the 

lattice pitch from the center of symmetry to point A; from point A 

to point B use a tapered mesh similar to that .shown in Figure E-<3. 

(c) The group constants ·used for the representation of the unit cells 

containing cluster·elements are those derived in part 'B. 

(d) Run the problem for·l iteration only. 

A 

6 em 

Figure E-8 

B. 

Zero current conditions on 
all boundaries 

2. Cell Problem with Shell Representation: 

(a) Set up another PDQ-03 with total area identical to that of the 

reference problem but with the ·eluster geometry approximated by 

a shell - see Figure E-9. Specify the shell dimensions in the 

manner describeq in part lA of this appendj_x; 
-~ ' . .'.• 

(b) ·Ur:;e Mixed Number Density constants for the thermal group 

representatibn of the fuel. 

Figure·E..;.9 
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.. 

(c) The mesh 11sed in the cell may be quite coarse. ·The sole 

determination of the mesh is the actual core design which is to 

be represented by cyclic use of the cell mesh • 

. (d) Running one iteration problems only, vary rai in the shell until 

·capture fractions for the shell approximation match capture 

fractions for the cluster representation in the reference discrete 

problem: 

Capture Fraction 
in Group i = 

· (~a. J $. dV) 1 ·t t t· - . l . l c us er represen a lOn 

(l:ai f •i dV)cluster +(l:ai J •i dV)fuel 
. representation 

(e) . Shell capture fractions are matched to the reference values by 

adjusting the shell absorption cross sections, the removal cross 

section in each group is adjusted by the same factor as the 

absorption cross section. The following guide to the input for 

running two simultaneous shell problems is provided below. ·For 

the first problem, use 

l:a~hell 
l 

l:ashell 
2 

"' shell 
L...a3 

= 

= 

= 

0 . 994 x l:a~eference 

0 , 995 x l:areference 
2 

- · L85 l:areference 
. 4 . 

For the second ::;hell problem, the input.should be identical 

in groups 1 and 2. Let 

l: shell 
a3 = •98 X 

l:areference 
3 

and 
~ shell 

a4 ::: 1.75 X 
l: reference 

a4 



The final values 1'6r groups 1 and 2 c!3.n be obtained by simply 

scaling capture fractions. Final v~lues for groups 3 and 4 

can be linearly interp9lated from the results of these two 

problems making a third problem usually unnecessary. ·The factors 

used for thermal input to the ·two. shell pr.oblems may be temperature 

dependent. . They r.t8.ve been found by the authors to; bracket the final 

correct values at room temperature over a range of external mesh 

spacing from relatj_vely. fine to coorse C2 em). 

Let 

D. .- ·l.O for i .- 1,.2 
]. 

I 

In group 3, 

·D 
.. 1 

-
3(Th.3 + L:r3) 

In group 4 .J 

·D 
l 

-
4 L:a

4 

. SAMPLE CALCULA TIQN 

. The following .sA:mplP. calculation illu.strat8s Llle method using 16 

0·.403" unclad Ag..;.In-Cd ~bsorber rods in a square cluster array in 2.72 w/o 

· Zr clad fuel. 

A. 
l. =. ( .oo2684H .)llBU

2 

(.51181) 

- .• 001374 
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a = .{ .o12348 H .51181~ 2 
cy·2 (.51181) 

•-', 

= .006320 

2. I:· 0.08807 X 9•6 0.846 
3 = = ·S 

I:· 
.s 4 = 0.08807 X 10.1 = . 0.890 

for-t = 0.5118 em = o.403 inches 

a3 = 0 .. 117 

a4 = 0.50 

t33 = .. 1- [2( 0.11 +'~- = 0.6207 
1+ \?( 0\ 117)] 

t34 = 0. 

a' = 0 -5 ~-'() • 6207~ = 0-.11702 
3 1+0.6207 

a' 4 ·- 0.50 

f. · tr 3 = 1.01 

~tr 4 "" . 0.62~ 

CB = 2.5006 
1.3895 .3 -. 

1.7996 
.-" 

CB 4 ·= 
. 1.9286 

= 1.2902 
L4948 
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a .. 0.117 
ey 3 -

( ( 2) ( 0 • 3895 ) ( 0 .11702 )] .. 1+ 
··. 

a 
ey 3 = 0.1072 

...... ~··-

a . -0.50 
ey 4 -

[( 2) ( 0.2902)( 0.50 )] 1+ 

a . 
ey 4 = 0.3875 

1. 
·I\ (AD1~5) = 1.24496 

,eonv. 

where 

.J, R = .51181 em 

~ = .85983 em 

RF = _5.9048 em 

2 •. Region 1 Homogenized Constants 

Group lli r.r D 

1 0.002662 0;.074163 LO 

2 0.008739 0.099377 LO 

3 0.144166 0.061523' LO 

Iterative PDQ I:a4 _ vs. · 'A 

. (J,.st guess) l.:a
4 

= ·13 (· 0.3875 .x -0.1075. ) 
1.5211 

:= . 0.355 
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-C. 

.! 

(~nd G:uess) I:a4 = 0.3553 X o.85 = 0 . .302 

I:a . ··4 .I\ 

1st Guess 0.355 1.2442 

2nd Guess 0.302 1.2506 

InterJ?olated 0.348 1.2450 

· 1. ~Reference PDQ ~~s and capture fractions 
.l 

Grmrp ·I:aabs Capture fractions 

l 0.002662 0.0252 

2 0.008739 0.1299 

3 0.144166 0.2321 

4 0.3480 0.1186 

.. 2. Iterative Shell Gr0up Constants and Capture 

1st Guess 2nd Guess 

Group 
I:aabs 

capture 
L:. abs 

Capture 
Fraction a . Fraction 

1 0-.00265 0.0253 0.00265 0.0253 

2 o·.oo87o 0.1300 . 0.00870 0~1300 

3 0.1427 0.2333 0 •. 1412 0.2317 

4 o.644o 0.1195 0.6090 0.1164 

· E-33 

Fractions 

Final 

L.Aaps 

0.00264 

0.00869 

.0.14;1.6 

·0 .. 6335 

Values 

Capture 
Fractions 

0.0252 

0-~1299 

.0.2321 

.0.1186 



· -•Shell GrOU;E Constants 
,1~ 

,. 

Group I:ashell L:rshell Dshell 

.. 

1 0 •. 00264 0 .. 07361 1.0 

2 0·.00869 0.09879 LO 

3 0.1416 0.05981 . 1.655 . 

4 0.6335 (). 3946 

J, 

.. 
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